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ABSTRACT 

Arnold Peter Keet 

Department of Mathematics, University of Cape Town. 

Topics in the algebraic theory of higher degree forms. 

March 1991. 

Let d~2 be an integer and let F be a field. A form of degree d over F. is a polynomial 

of homogeneous degree d with coefficients in F. In degree d=2 there is an extensive theory . 
of quadratic forms. We consider forms of degree d>2. 

The following are among the new results we have proved: 

1. A nonsingular form over a field of characteristic zero has nonzero Hessian. This was 

proved by Harrison in degree d=3. We use some basic algebraic geometry and rational 

differential forms to give a proof valid in all degrees d~2. 

2. The formal differences of split forms constitute an ideal in the Grothendieck ring of 

higher degree forms. This generalises a well-known result for quadratic forms to higher 

degree. 

3. In the monoid of equivalence classes of nondegenerate forms of degree d~3, with the 

tensor product operation, the submonoid generated by the equivalence classes of the 

hyperbolic forms is free. This is a small step towards answering a question posed by 

Harrison. 

4. Let the base field have characteristic zero. In every odd degree d~3 there are no 

nontrivial families of additive invariants of the forms of degree d. In every even degree d 

there is a nontrivial family of additive invariants of the forms of degree d. The most 

familiar example is the family of discriminants of quadratic forms. Our proof involves the 

symbolic method for representing invariants of the forms of degree d. 

5. We give a new proof, in characteristic zero, that a nonsingular form of degree d~3 

has a zero Lie algebra. Our proof involves a certain Schur functor and invokes the basis 

theorem of Akin, Buchsbaum and Weyman. 

6. Let F be a field of characteristic zero and let K I F be a field extension. Let f be a 

form of degree d~3 in more than three indeterminates with coefficients in F. Then iff is 

equivalent over K to a hyperbolic form, f must already be equivalent to a hyperbolic form 

over F. Compare this with the degree 2 case where, for example, the forms E(xk2+yk2) are 

hyperbolic over (but not over IR. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The theory of quadratic forms has a long history. For centuries quadratic forms 

have been of interest in number theory, and they are important in geometry. The work of 

Witt, Pfister and Knebusch has lead to a rich algebraic theory of quadratic forms .. 

By comparison the algebraic theory of higher degree forms is scanty. Harrison 

[HARl] showed that there is a Grothendieck ring of higher degree forms. As an abelian 

group it is freely generated by the isomorphism classes of nondegenerate, indecomposable 

forms. At this level the algebra is simple. But there are indecomposable forms in every 

dimension and the problem of classifying them up to isomorphism is daunting. 

Let d be an integer >2. Let F be a field. We assume throughout that d!jO in F. Let 

V be a vector space of finite dimension over F. Let O:Vd -'+ F be d-multilinear and 

symmetric. We discuss several topics in the algebraic theory of such higher degree forms. 

Chapter One is introductory. No new results are proved. 

We make use of the symmetric algebra functor S{_) from the category of free · 

modules M of finite rank over a fixed commutative ring R, to the category of graded 

Hopf-algebras over R. S{M) is the quotient of the tensor algebra of M over R, by the 

·' 2-sided ideal generated by the set {m®n-n®m: m,nEM}. 

* In particular, the graded Hopf-algebra structure on S{V ) enables us to establish 

isomorphisms between the following F -vector spaces: 

0d{V) the space of symmetric d-multilinear forms O:Vd -1 F; 

* * Sd(V ) the grade d component of S{V ) ; 

F d[xt, ... ,xn] the F-vector space of forms of degree d, having chosen a basis 

* Xt, ... 1Xn ofV . 
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We introduce the notion of symmetric space of degree d due to Harrison [HARl). 

This is a pair {V,O) where OE 0d{V), generalising Witt's quadratic spaces. Following 

Harrison we explain how isomorphism classes of symmetric spaces correspond to 

* GLn{V)--equivalence classes in Sd{V ) and to GLn{F)--equivalence classes in F d[xt, ... ,xn]· 

Further we give Harrison's definitions of the direct sum of symmetric spaces and the 

corresponding orthogonal sum of forms of degree d, and his proof that these operations are 

compatible with the GL{V), resp. GLn{F)-action. 

Finally we include a proof of the proposition that if R is an integral domain with 

more than d elements; and pER[tt, ... ,tn] has degree ~din each ti; and p{rt, ... ,rn)=O for all 

rt, ... ,rnER; then p=O. This theorem is used repeatedly in the sequel. 

Chapter Two is divided into three parts. 

{1) In the first part we discuss the properties: nondegeneracy; nonzero Hessian; and 

nonsingularity of a symmetric space. 

These definitions and most of the results are due to Harrison. 

Using basic algebraic geometry we give proofs that as is well-known, changing the 

base field to the algebraic closure k of F, the subsets of: nondegenerate forms; forms with 

nonzero Hessian; and nonsingular forms are all Zariski open in 0d{Vfk). 

We give a proof based on the formal Chain Rule for polynomial maps, of the 

well-known result that, in 19-th century terminology, the Hessian is a covariant of weight 

2. 

We introduce the hyperbolic forms, suggested by my supervisor Dr K.R.Hughes, 

which are higher degree analogues of the hyperbolic symmetric bilinear forms. In dimension 

~3 and degree ~3 the hyperbolic forms are nondegenerate, but have zero Hessian. Harrison 

[HAR2 p521) states that nondegenerate forms with zero Hessian are hard to find! Harrison 

[HAR2, Propl.l) proved that, when the ground field has characteristic zero, any 

nonsingular symmetric space of degree 3 has nonzero Hessian. 
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We extend this result to all degrees d~3, using basic algebraic geometry and rational 

differential forms. 

(2) In the second section we introduce Harrison's definitions of indecomposability, and 

the centre of a symmetric space of degree ~3. We give some examples of symmetric spaces, 

and we compute their centres. Then it is clear that in a given degree d~3 there are 

nondegenerate indecomposable symmetric spaces in each dimension. We also compute the 

centres of the hyperbolic forms. 

(3) We define the notion of split symmetric space directly extending the field case of 

the definition in degree 2, due to Knebusch [MH p12], to higher degree. We show that in 

dimension ~3 all the hyperbolic forms are split, and we give an example showing that in 

each degree ~3 there are split forms which are not hyperbolic. We state Harrison's 

definition of the tensor product of symmetric spaces, and we include a proof that the tensor 

product of nondegenerate symmetric spaces is nondegenerate, a special case of Harrison's 

more general result [HARl p128). We prove that the direct sum of nondegenerate split 

symmetric spaces is split; and the tensor product of a nondegenerate split symmetric space 

and a nondegenerate symmetric space is split. Then it is clear that the set of formal 

differences of split symmetric spaces is an ideal in the Grothendieck ring. Harrison [HARl 

p136) raised the question of the structure of the monoid of isomorphism classes· of 

absolutely indecomposable nondegenerate symmetric spaces under tensor product. We use 

our calculation of the centres of the hyperbolic. forms to show that the submonoid 

generated by their isomorphism classes is free. 

Chapter Three is concerned with families of additive invariants. 

In the theory of quadratic forms the invariants 

dn = discriminant of quadratic forms in n indeterminants play a major role. 

( dn) is a family of additive invariants: 
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Let f(resp. g) be a quadratic form in p(resp. q) indeterminants Xt, ... ,xp 

(resp. Yb···,Yq) Let f.Lg(xt, ... ,Xp,Yt, ... ,yq) = f(xt, ... ,xp)+g(yt, ... ,yq). 

Then dp+q(f.Lg) = dp(f).dq(g). 

We give an example of a family of nonconstant additive invariants in each even 

degree. 

We prove that there are no nontrivial families of additive invariants in odd degree, 

relying on the lucid treatment of the symbolic method by Grosshans et al [GRS], of which 

we require only the case of a single symmetric tensor of step d (or a form of degree d). 

Chapter Four is concerned with the Lie theory of a d-multilinear form O:Vd -+ F, 

and is divided into three parts. 

(1) In the first part we define the algebraic isometry group· of a symmetric 

d-multilinear form 0, and its Lie algebra. We prove that equivalent forms have conjugate 

algebraic isometry groups and Lie algebras. We show that the Lie algebra of a direct sum of 

forms is the direct sum of the Lie algebras of the forms. We reduce the problem of 

calculating the isometry group of a form to the indecomposable case. We show that the 

connected component of the identity in the isometry group of a direct sum of forms, is the 

direct product of the connected components of the identity in their various isometry 

groups. 

(2) In the second part we calculate the algebraic isometry groups of the hyperbolic 

forms, and their Lie algebras. Assuming characteristic zero, we compute their radicals and 

show that they are 2-step solvable. 

In the course of our calculations we encounter the space of (d+l)-multilinear forms 

. r,o:Vd•t ..... F which satisfy: 

(a) r,o(vt, ... ,vd,vd+t) is symmetric in Vt, ... ,vd 

d+l 
(b) E r,o(vt, ... ,vi, ... ,vd+t,vi) = 0, the denoting omission. 

i=l 

' 
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Given a symmetric {d+l)-multilinear form fJ: Vd+t-+ F and Min the Lie algebra of fJ, the 

form '1/J:Vd+t-+ F defined by 

'1/J(vt, ... ,vd+t) = fJ(vlJ ... ,vd,Mvd+t) satisfies (a),{b) above. 

{3) In the third part we show that the space of forms satisfying 2{a),{b) above is the 

* space LA {V ) where A is the Young diagram 

so with d rows and LA is the Schur functor of Akin et al [ABW 11.1.3] . 

. 
0 

In the proof we consider actions of the group of permutations of l, ... ,d on the 

letter-place algebra with letters a 11 ••• ,ad+t and places l, ... ,n; and we appeal to the Basis 

* Theorem for LA (V ), due to Akin et al [ABW 11.2.16]. 

In the rest of the chapter we assume characteristic zero. 

We deduce from a proposition of Schneider [SCHN Prop 2] the following: 

Let M be a nilpotent endomorphism in the Lie algebra of (}such that Mr:j:O, Mr•t=O with 

r~l so that we have a flag V=MOV ~ MV ~ ... ~ MrV ~ {0}. 

(*) Then if ViEMriy for i=l, ... ,d and Eri ~ dr, we have fJ(vh···,vd+t) = 0. 

We prove this independently of Schneider's proposition. The starting point of the 

* proof is the observation that the form '1/J of {2) above is in the space LA {V ) above. Then 

we use the dual basis of a basis of V w.r.t. which the matrix of M is in Jordan canonical 

* form, and obtain from it a standard basis of LA {V ). We express '1/J as a linear combination 

of these basis forms. From the identity 

we obtain relations between the coefficients and deduce that certain of them are zero. 

We also give a Lie algebraic proof of Schneider's result [SCHN Theorem] that when 

(}above is nonsingular, its algebraic isometry group is finite. 

We also include a short proof of the proposition(*) above in the case of r odd. 
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Chapter Five is a miscellany. 

(1) Our initial formulation of the main result of the first part was a higher degree 

analogue of the Weak Hasse-Minkowski Theorem: 

Let (V,O) be a symmetric space over an algebraic number field F. Let p be a prime 

ofF, finite or infinite. Let Fp be the completion of F.at the prime p. Let (Vp,O~) be the 

symmetric space obtained from (V,O) by the base change F -+ Fp. Suppose that for all 

primes p of F, (V p, Op) is isomorphic to a hyperbolic symmetric space. Then (V, 0) itself is 

isomorphic to a hyperbolic symmetric space. 

But we later realised that when the. base field F has characteristic zero and KIF is 

any field extension: given a (d+l)-multilinear form </J: Wd+t-+ F with d~2, if the extended 

form </JK: WfK-+ K is equivalent to a hyperbolic form, then <P must itself be equivalent to 

a hyperbolic form. Compare with the quadratic case: ~(xk2+yk2) is hyperbolic over ( as . 

. x2+y2 = (x+iy)(x-iy), but is not hyperbolic over IR. 

The proof makes use of our calculation of the Lie algebras of the hyperbolic forms 

and their radicals. 

(2) The second part concerns the lift of a form on the residue field of a complete 

discrete valuation ring (DVR) to a form on the ring. Let R be a complete DVR with 

maximal ideal M and residue field k. In degree d=2 this lift is unique up to equivalence. 

We show that in each degree d~3 there exist two nonsingular symmetric d-multili,near 

forms (R3)d-+ R which reduce mod M to the same form k3-+ k, but have nonisomorphic 

centres and hence cannot be equivalent, even after a base change R -+ L where L is any 

field containing R. 
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{3) In the last part we prove a result -we obtained while trying to emulate Kneser's 

[KNE] beautiful treatment of composition of binary quadratic forms in the ternary cubic 

case. We had hoped that we could improve on Waterhouse's approach [WAT2]. 

We proved that: IfF is a field of characteristic zero, with algebraJc closure K, then 

any nonsingular ternary cubic form in Ut,U2,u3 is of the form f = det(~uiai) with 

at,a2,a3EM 3(K). The starting point of the proof is Van den Bergh's result [VDB Thm 3.2] 

that the Clifford algebra Cr of a nonsingular ternary cubic form f has a rank 3 linearization: 

i.e. there is an F-algebra homomorphism cp: Cr-+ M3(K). 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Throughout this chapter: 

d > 1 is a fixed positive integer. 

F is the ground field and d!jO in F. 

V is a vector space over F of finite dimension n. 

A is a commutative F-algebra. 

VA= V,A 

* VA= HomA(V A,A) 

* / * S(V A) is the symmetric algebra of the free A-module VA of rank n, and is a 

graded Hopf-algebra. See [ABW 1.3]. 

Given a positive integer k 

0k(V) is the F-vector space of symmetric k-multilinear forms 8: Vk-+ F; 

and 

Gk is the group of permutations of l, ... ,k. 

We will see that there are natural group actions: 

* GL(V) acts on the left on S(V A) as graded Hopf-algebra automorphisms; and for each 

* positive integer k, Gk acts on the left on Sk(V A) commuting with the GL(V) action. 

Apart from introducing the required terminology: 

(a) We fill in some details, following [ABW 1.3], not given in [HARl §1]: we explain the 

polarisation isomorphism between 

the F..,.-vector space F d[x1, ... ,xn] of forms of degree dover F; 

and the F-vector space of symmetric d-multilinear forms 8: Vd-+ F. 
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(b) We include a proof of the well-known theorem that: 

If R is an integral domain with more than d elements ; p(t1' ... ,tn) is a polynomial of 

degree .Sd in each ti ; with coeficients in R ; and 

p(rl' ... ,rn)=O for all r1, ... ,rn in R ; 

then p=O. 

We will then have achieved the main results of this chapter i.e. given that d!#O in F 

we can: 

(1) * identify ptSd(V ) with its polarisation Op t ed(V). 

d * (2) identify pt e Sk(V ) with the induced polynomial map f(p): V-+ F. 
k=O 

We summarize the contents of this chapter. 

In §1 we define a Gd-action on the space of d-multilinear maps f:Vd-+ F , and we 

let G d act on (V *) ®d so that the canonical isomorphism between these spaces is a 

G d-isomorphism. 

We can then define the isomorphic spaces of symmetric d-multilinear maps 

O:Vd-+F, and symmetric tensors in (v*)®d. 

In §2 we introduce the symmetric algebra functor S(_) from finite dimensional 

vector spaces over F to graded Hopf-algebras over F. 

* In §§3--6 we use the comultiplication in the Hopf-algebra S(V ) to describe the 

polarisation isomorphism of Sd(V *) with the space of symmetric tensors in (V *)®d , or 

what comes to the same thing, the space 0 d(V) of symmetric d-multilinear maps 

d O:V : -+F. 

In §§9 and 10 we describe a method of polarising which will be useful in some of our 

later computations. 

In §§11-13 we describe some GL(V)-actions and we see that polarisation is a 

GL(V)-map. 
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In §14 we define the notion of symmetric space of degree d. The isomorphism classes 

of symmetric spaces of degree d were used by Harrison [HAR1] to construct the 

Grothendieck ring of degree d forms. In §§ 17-19 we define the addition of two such 

isomorphism classes. A symmetric space of degree don the vector space Vis, when d!j:O 

* . in F, the same thing as an element of Sd(V ). Isomorphic symmetric spaces of degree d 

* over the same vector space V, will have the corresponding elements of Sd(V ) 

GL(V)-equivalent. 

In §20 we prove the theorem stated in (b) above. An immediate consequence of this 

. * result is that if the ground field F is infinite and V has dimension n, then S(V ) may be 

identified with the affine coordinate ring of the affine algebraic group A;. This motivates 

* the Hopf-algebra structure on S(V ) in the general case. 

1. Let V be ann-dimensional vector space over the base field F. We will define what 

is meant by: a symmetric tensor in (V*)®d; and a symmetric d.:....multilinear map f:vd~ F. 

We will see that the F -vector space of these symmetric tensors is canonically isomorphic 

to the F-vector space of these symmetric d-multilinear maps. 

We will identify the following F-vector spaces by the canonical isomorphisms: 

the space of all d-multilinear maps f:Vd~ F 

~ (v®d)* ~ (v*)®d 

To define symmetry we introduce some left Gd-actions. 

First we explain the left action of Gd on the space of d-multilinear maps f: Vd ~ F 

given in(*) below. 

GL(Vd) acts on the left on the space of d-multilinear maps f:Vd~ F by 

O'.f = foq-1 for 0' in GL(Vd). 
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We have a representation r: ad-+ aL(Vd) with 

Check: 

r(7r)(v1J ... ,vd) = (v 71"-l(l)' ... ,v 7r-1(d)). 

r(p7r)( ... , vi' ... ) = ( ... , v 7r-1(p-1(i) )'···) 

= r(p)( ... ,v7r_1(i)' ... ) 

= r(p)or(1r)( ... ,vi' ... ). 

Therefore Gd acts linearly on the left on the F-vector space of all d.:....multilinear 

maps f:Vd-+ F, by means of r and the above left action of aL{Vd) : 

(*) 1r.f = fo( r(1r) )-1 i.e 1r.f( ... ,vi' ... ) = f( ... ,v7r(i)' ... ). 

We define a left action of ad on (V *)®d by requiring the canonical isomorphism to 

be a ad-isomorphism. 

We now describe this action in terms of coordinates. Let v1, ... ,vn be a basis of V 

* over F, and let x1' ... ,xn be the dual basis of V . 
. * ®d . 

For each map a: {l, ... ,d}-+ {l, ... ,n} we have xa1® ... ®xad e (V ) and these form 

* ®d a basis of {V ) over F. 

Let t = ~(tl al. .. ad)xa1® ... ®xad e {V*)®d. 

Under the canonical isomorphism t corresponds to the d-multilinear map 

f: vd-+ F with f( v a1' ... ,v ad) = (t I al...ad). 

Let 7r be in ad. 1r.f corresponds to 1r.t, and 

7r.f( val, ... , v ad)= f( v a{7rl)' ... ,v a(7rd)) 

so 1r.t = ~( t I a(7rl) ... a(7rd} )xa1® ... ®xad· 

Ad-multilinear map f: vd-+ F is called symmetric if 1r.f = f for all 1t in ad. 

A tensor t in (V *) ®d is called symmetric if 1r. t = t for all 1r in ad· Since the 

canonical isomorphism is a ad-isomorphism, the ·space 0 d(V) of symmetric 

d-m ultilinear forms 

0: vd-+ F is isomorphic to the space of symmetric tensors tin (V *)®d. 
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In §§2-8 we show that, when d!jO- in F, there is a canonical isomorphism between 

- * * the F-vector space Sd(V ) -which after a choice of basis, say Xt, ••• ,xn of V , is 

isomorphic to the space F d[xt, ... ,xn] of forms of degree din XiJ ... ,xn over F .,.-and the space 

. * d * d of symmetric tensors in (V )® . By §1 this gives an isomorphism Sd(V ) ~ 0 (V) 

* which is called the polarisation process. Any p E Sd(V ) defines a polynomial map 

_ f(p): V -+ F. When () in 0 d(V) is the polarisation of p we will see that 

f(p)(v) = IJ(v, ... ,v). 

2. Let R be a ring. We denote by S(_) the symmetric algebra functor from the 

category of finitely generated free R-modules to the category of commutative graded 

R-Hopf algebras. Akin et al [ABW §1.1,§1.3] describe this latter category and the functor 

s. 
* Each pES(V ) defines a polynomial map f(p): V-+ F, as follows. 

Let 

(i) 

* vEV. We define the map ev: S(V ) -+ F 

ev(p) = p(v) when p E V * 

(ii) ev is an F-algebra homomorphism. 

* -

by requiring 

Given p E S(V ), wedefine the map f(p):V-+ F by f(p)(v)=ev(p). 

3. Following Akin et al [ ABW §1.3] we show that there is an isomorphism pt-t (JP from 

the F -vector space Sd (V *) to the F -vector space of symmetric tensors in (V *) ®d, and 

that (Jp(v, ... ,v)=f(p)(v). 

We first give a coordinate-free description of this isomorphism pt-t (Jp and its 

inverse 

* ®d * ®d Given a symmetric tensor () E (V ) = (S1 (V )) , to get p () 

-we apply the component 



cv*)®d-+ sdcv*) of d-fold multiplication: 

scv*)®d 

! m ® l®(d-2) 

S(V *)®(d-1) 

! m ® l®(d-3) 

!m 
* S(V ) 

* 
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Given pESd(V ), to obtain the symmetric tensor .Op we multiply p by 1/d! and apply 

the component Sd(v*)-+ (v*)®d of d-fold comultiplication: 

* S(V ) 

!~ 

scv*)®2 

! ~®1 

! ~ ® 1®(d-2) 

scv*)®d 

This latter map is called the polarisation process. 

We now describe the above maps in terms of coordinates. 
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. * 4. Let v11 ••• ,vn be a basis of V, and let Xt, ... ,xn be the dual basis of V . 

In this chapter a will denote a map a: {l, ... ,d} -+ {l, ... ,n}, and i will denote an 

n-tuple (it, ... ,in) of nonnegative integers with sum d.· We define the content c(a) of a 

to be (it, ... ,in), where for k=l, ... ,n his the number of instances of kin the list 

a!, ... , ad. Clearly if c( a)=(it, ... ,in) then it-t ... +in=d. 

5. First suppose that 0 = ~O(v a1, ... ,vad)xa1® ... ®xad is a symmetric tensor. 
a 

* Then O(v a1' .. :,v ad) f F and xa1 ... xad t Sd(V ) depend only on the content of a. The 

number of a with a given content (it, ... ,in) is 

d! 
. I . I It .... ln. 

So the image of 0 under d-fold multiplication is 

L
. I ; . 

- d· . . lt In Po- . 1 • 1 (Poii1 ... I )x ... x 
1 .... 1 . n t n 

. t n 
1 

6. Secondly, we describe the polarisation process. 

. * 
Since d!fO in F, any p in Sd(V ) is of the form 

Now 

1: d! · · it in P -.. ---(PIIt ... In)Xt ... Xn . 
. I . I i It .... ln. 

th t • s cv*) v* Of A( it in) • so e componen m d-t ® u Xt ... xn IS 

~ · it h-1 in ~ ~ it in) .. 
u lk.Xt ... Xk ... Xn ®Xk = u OX1< ,x1 ... Xn ®Xk. 

k=l k=l Xk 
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The polarisation process therefore involves 

* * * 

PH (1/d!)p 

n 
H(1/d!)E ~ 

ad=1 ox;! 

n n a a 
H(1/d!)E E p®x ( )®x 

ad=1 a(d-1)=1 iJxa{d-1)0xad a d-1 ad 

( Sd -iV )®V )®V 

Ll®1! 

H (1/d!)E axa ... a a p®x 1® ... ®x d 
a a1 xad a .a 

depends only on the content of a we have a symmetric tensor. 

= 0 if a does not have content i, and 

= it!...in! otherwi:se; 

the polarisation of p is 

Op = (1/d!)E(plit .. .in)• ,d! • 1 E it!. . .in!.x ® ... ®x 
i lt····ln·c(a)=i a1 ad 

= E(p I it··.in)E X ( )® ... ®X ( )• 
i c( a)=i a 1 a d 

This is a symmetric tensor which on d-fold multiplication gives back p. 
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7. ·Notice that Op(v , ... ,v ) = (plit··.in) where (ih···,in) is the content of a, as in a1 Qd 

§5with Oandp0. 

8. It follows from §6 that, regarding op as a d-multilinear map 0 . yd-+ F p· , 

Op(v, ... ,v) = f(p)(v) the evaluation ofp at v. 

9. Akin et al [ABW §1.1,§1.3] show that all of §§1-8 remains true even ifF is just a 

* commutative ring, V is a free F module of rank n, and V = HomF(V,F) which is also a 

free F-module of rank n. 

In particular let F--+ A be a base change, where A is a commutative F-algebra. 

If V is a vector space of dimension n over F then VA = V fA is a free A-module 

* * of rank n. We have a natural homomorphism S(V )--+ S(V A) of graded Hopf-algebras and 

a commutative square 

* * 9.1 Sd(V l---1 SJ (VA) 

(v*)®d -----~ l v ~ l"d 

in which the vertical arrows are the polarisations. The square commutes because 

* * polarisation is defined in terms of d-fold comultiplication and S(V )--+ S(V A) is a 

homomorphism of graded Hopf-algebras. We expand slightly on this. 

Let A be a commutative F-algebra. 

* Then VA is a free A-module of rank nand so is VA= Hom A (VfA,A). 

* * Given x E V we have x®1: VfA--+ FfA .~ A so x~1 E S1(V A). Hence we have an 

* * F-linear map V --+ S(V A) which extends to a graded Hopf-algebra homomorphism 

* * S(V )--+ S((VfA) ). 

* * ®d . We will write p A , 0 A for the images of p E Sd(V ), 0 e (V ) under the above 

. homomorphisms. 
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In particular let A = F[xt, ... ,xn], where x., ... ,xn is the dual basis of the basis 

of V. Then by §§5,7 

9.2 p(xl, ... ,xn) = ~IJp(v al' ... ,v ad).xal···xad 

= ( IJp) A (v, ... ,v) where v = x1v1+ ... +xnvn. 

10. The definition of the polarisation process in Hopf-algebra language is useful in 

theory, as we saw in §9. To compute it we willoften use the following method. Let 

* p f Sd(V ). Let A denote the ring of polynomials in )q, ... )d with coefficients in F. 

Then 1Jp(v1, ... ,vd) = the coefficient of Al···Ad in (d!)-1.f(p A)( A1v 1+ ... +AdVd) 

Proof: Since § 8 is still valid for p A and IJ = ( IJ )A, the above coefficient of 
PA p 

At···Ad =the coefficient of Al···Ad in 

(d!)-1.(1Jp)A( AtVl + ... + AdVd , ... , AlVl + ... + AdVd) 

= (d!)-1 I; IJp( v 71"1 , .•• , v ?rd) = IJp( Vt, ... ,vd ) by symmetry of ()p. 
?rfGd · 

0 

* A choice of basis for V gives a preferred basis for S(V ) consisting of the 

* monomials in the dual basis of V . A change of basis of V then results in a change of basis 

* for S(V ). This leads us to define some natural GL(V)-actions, and we see that the 

diagram 9.1 above is a diagram of GL(V)-maps. §§11-13 contain the details. 

* 11. The choice of basis Vt, ... ,vn of V with dual basis xh···xn of V defines an 

isomorphism cp: v~ Fn ~uch that: if elJ ... ,en is the usual basis of Fn; and rh···,rn is the 

n * * dual basis of (F ) , then cp(vi) = ei and qocp =,Xi· Let pES(V ) with 

_ !;( I" · ) i 1 i n P- Pep It···ln Xt···Xn. 

Then p = !;(pcplit .. .in)(rlocp)i1 ... (rnocp)in 
* . . 

= S( cp )( I;(p cpl it··.in)d1 ... r~n ). 
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* Let w~, ... ,wn be another choice of basis of V with dual basis y~, ... ,yn of V . This choice 
* . . 

defines another isomorphism '1/J: V-+ Fn and p = S( '1/J )( :E(P,pl i1 .. .in)r~ 1 ... r~n ). 
. . * * . . 

Therefore :E(P,pli1··.in)rV ... r~n = S( ('1/J )-1ocp ) ( :E(p<pli1··.in)r~~-.r~n ). 

The diagram 

12. We see that the coefficients (p <pI i 1 .. .in) transform by the natural left action of 

n * * . tnGLn(F) on S((F ) ) by S( ( u t 1 ). More generally uEGL(V) acts on the left on 

* * S(V ) by the graded Hopf-algebra automorphism S( (u )-1 ). When F-+ A is a base 

* change by a commutative ·F-algebra A, then uEGL(V) acts on the left on S(V A) by the 

* graded Hopf-algebra automorphism S( ((CJ®l) t 1 ). 

13. UEGL(V) acts on the left on { f: vd-+ F, f d-multilinear } by 

( u.f)(vt, ... ,vd) = f( u-1vt, ... ,u-lvd)· We transfer this to a GL(V)-action on (V *)®d by 

requiring that the canonical isomorphism be a GL(V)-isomorphism. The Gd-actions 

defined in §1 commute with these GL(V)-actions, so the spaces of symmetric 

d-multilinear maps, and symmetric tensors in (V *)®d are invariant under the 

GL(V)-action. 

Let F-+ A be a change of base by a commutative F-algebra. uEGL(V) acts on the 

left on { f: (V ~)d-+ A : f d-multilinear w.r.t. A } by 

(u.f)(m 11 ••• ,md) = f( (CJ®l)-1mt, ... , (CJ®l)-1md ). 

We transfer this to a GL(V)-action on (V ~)®d by requiring that the canonical 

isomorphism be a GL(V)-m3:p. There are actions of the group Gd, of permutations of 

l, ... ,d , on these spaces generalising those of §1. These Gd-actions commute with the 
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GL(V)-actions, so the A-submodules of: symmetric tensors in (V ~)~d ; and symmetric 

maps f: (V A)d-1 A are invariant under these GL(V)-actions. With these GL(V) actions, 

·the diagram 9.1 above is a diagram of GL(V)-maps. 

We summarise §§14--19. 

Let V be a vector space of finite dimension n over the basefield F. Suppose that d!10 in F. 

We have seen that the symmetric d-multilinear forms 8: Vd-1 F correspond 1-1 by an 

* F-linear isomorphism to the p€Sd(V ). When we choose a basis of V we can specify 

* pESd(V ) as a homogeneous degree d polynomial in F d[ rt, ... ,r0 ]. We call elements of 

F d[ rh ... ,r0 ] forms of degree d. In the other direction, a degree d form in rt, ... rJi only 

* determines p€Sd(V ) up to GL(V)--€quivalence. We define the notion of symmetric space· 

of degree dover F. We show that an isomorphism class of symmetric spaces of degree dis 

* the same as a GL(V)--€quivalence class in Sd(V ) or a GLn(F)-equivalence class of forms 

of degree din F d[ r 1, ..• ,r0 ]. We then define the direct sum of symmetric spaces of degree d 

and the corresponding orthogonal sum of forms of degree d. 

14. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over F. Let 8: Vd-1 F be a symmetric 

d-multilinear form. Then we say that (V,8) is a symmetric space of degree d. We say 

that two symmetric spaces (V,O), (V' ,0') of degree dover F are isomorphic if there is a 

vector space isomorphism cp: V-1 V' such that 8' ( cp(v 1), .•. ,cp(vd) ) = 8(vt, ... ,vd)· 

We continue to assume that d!10 in F. 

* 15. Given any p€Sd((Fn) ), (F0 ,8p) is a symmetric space of degree d. 

For O"EGLn(F) OO".p = 0".8P by §13, so the symmetric spaces (Fn,8p) , (Fn,8 O".p) 

corresponding to equivalent polynomials are isomorphic. 
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* 16. Given a symmetric space (V,O) of degree d, there is a unique ptSd(V ) with_ Op:...O. 

* * After a choice of coordinates cp: V-1 Fn we have S( ( cp-1) )p f Sd((Fn) ). A different 

choice of coordinates will by § 11 result in a form of degree d in the same 

GLn(F)--equivalence class. 

17. Given two symmetric spaces (V ~,01), (V 2,02) of degree dover F, the map 

01e02: (VteV2)d-l F with 01e02[ (vu,V2t), ... ,(vtd,V2d)] = Bt(vu, ... ,Vtd) + 02(v2h···,v2d) 

is.d-multilinear and symmetric. We define (V ~,0 1)e(V 2,82) to be (V 1eV 2,01e02). 

Now Ote02( (vt,v2), ... ,(vt,v2) ) = Ot(Vt, ... ,vt) + 02(v2, ... ,v2). Therefore if we choose bases 

* * xt, ... ,xn of V 1 and yt, ... ,Ym of V 2 then Xt, ..• ,Xn,Yt, ... ,ym is a basis of 

* (V1eV2) and Pe
1
eo

2
(xt, ... ,Xn,Yt, ... ,Ym) = Po1(x~, ... ,xn) + p 02(yt, ... ,ym), by §9.2. 

18. When p1(xt, ... ,xn), P2(y 11 ... ,ym) are two forms of degree d with coefficients in F, 

the notation: p 1.LP2 is used for the form Pt(xl' ... ,xn) + P2(xn+1, ... ,xn+m). 

* * * Here PtfSd((Fn) ), P2€Sd((Fm) ) and Pt.LP2€Sd( (FneFm) ). Let (Fn,Ot) , (Fm,02) be the 

symmetric spaces corresponding to p~, P2 respectively. Then (Fn,01)e(Fm,02) is the 

symmetric space corresponding to Pt.LP2· 

Next we show that we can add two isomorphism classes of symmetric spaces of 

degree d (resp. equivalence classes of forms of degree d) to get another isomorphism class of 

symmetric spaces of degree d (resp. equivalence class of forms of degree d). 

19. If for i= 1,2 (Vi, 81) ~ (VI i, Oi I ) then (V 11 01)e(V 2, 82) ~ (V 11 

, 81
1 

)e(V 2 I , 02 I ) by 

taking the direct sum of the two isomorphisms. If O'i·Pi =Pi' for i=1,2 where O'ttGLn(F) , 

0'2tGLm(F) then u = [ g1 ~2] f GLn+m(F) has u:(pt.LP2) = Pt' .LP2'. Later in 2§3.2 we 

define the product of two isomorphism classes of symmetric spaces. 

We conclude with an important result which we will often use in the sequel. 
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20. Proposition: Let R be an integral domain with more than d elements. Let 

pER[tiJ ... ,tn]· If p has degree ~din each ti and p(rh···,rn)=O for all 

rh ... ,rn f R, then p=O. 

Proof: We use the Vandermonde argument explained by Rowen in [ROW p129]. Let 

co,c., ... ,cd be d+1 distinct elements of R. The proof will be by induction on n. Suppose 

1Th ds · · d n= . en p = ao+attt+ ... +adt 1· ettmg t1 = Ci 1=0, ... , we get 

1 co · · · cod ao 
1 Ct "· Ctd a1 

=0 

1 Cd ··· Cdd ad 

j 
Since det( Ci ) - TI ( c1--ck ) :/: 0 we conclude that ai=O for i=O, ... ,d. Suppose that 

O~k<l~d 

the proposition is true for polynomials in t., ... ,tk. Let p =Po+ Pttk+l + ... + Pdt~. 1 

where for i=O, ... ,d Pi is a polynomial in ti, ... ,tk; and each Pi has degree ~din tj for each 

d . 
j=1, ... ,k. For each Ci i=O, ... ,d; and all r., ... ,rk f R p(r., ... ,rk,Ci) = E Pj(r1, ..• ,rk)cl = 0. 

j=O 

We conclude as in the case n=1 above that Pj(r., ... ,rk)=O for all j=O, ... ,d and all 

r., ... ,rk ER. Therefore Pj=O for j=O, ... ,d and p=O. 

21. 

(i) 

(ii) 

It follows from §20 and §3 that when F is a field and d! :/: 0 in F: 

if (V,(J) is a symmetric space of degree d and (J(v, ... ,v)=O for all v, then (}=0. 

* pESd(V ) may be identified with the polynomial map f(p ): V--+ F of §2. 

D. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

This chapter is divided into three parts. We outline the contents of each part. 

{1) In the first pint we discuss the conditions: nondegeneracy, nonzero Hessian and 

nonsingularity of a symmetric space. Most of the results are due to Harrison [HARl], 

(HAR2]. 

The above three conditions are invariant under the GL(V)-action on the set of 

symmetric spaces (V, 0) of degree d. 

Over the algebraic closure of the ground field, the subsets of the affine algebraic 

variety of all symmetric d-multilinear forms on a given vector space, consisting Of: 

(a) the non degenerate forms 

(b) the forms with nonzero Hessian 

(c) the nonsingular forms 

are all Zariski open. 

We will see that, in 19th century terminology [TUR p206], the Hessian of a form is 

. a covariant of weight 2. 

We introduce the hyperbolic symmetric· (d+l)-multilinear forms defined for each 

d~l and for each vector space V, which for d=l are the classical hyperbolic bilinear forms. 

We show that the hyperbolic forms are nondegenerate, but that when d~2 and dim(V)~2 

they have zero Hessian. 

Harrison (HAR2, Propl.l] proved that, when the ground field has characteristic 

zero, any nonsingular symmetric space of degree 3 has nonzero Hessian. The degree 2 case 

is trivial. We extend this result to all degrees d~2. • 

. (2) In the second part we introduce the condition of indecomposability, and the centre 

of a symmetric space of degree d~3,· both defined by Harrison [HARl p128,p133]. 
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We give some ex,amples of symmetric spaces and we compute their centres. It is 

then clear. that there are nondegenerate indecomposable symmetric spaces in each 

· dimension. 

We compute the centres of the hyperbolic symmetric spaces of degree d~3. 

(3) In the third part we introduce the notion of split symmetric space-: a direct higher 

degree generalisation, in the field case, of Knebusch's definition [MH p12]. We show easily 

that the hyperbolic symmetric spaces are split, and give an example in each degree d~3 of a 

split space which is not hyperbolic. We prove that in a fixed degree d~3, the direct sum of 

nondegenerate split symmetric spaces is split, and the tensor product of a nondegenerate 

split symmetric space and any nondegenerate symmetric space is a nondegenerate split 

symmetric space. Then it is clear that in the Grothendieck ring of degree d forms, the set of 

formal differences of isomorphism classes of split spaces is an ideal. 

Harrison raised the question of the structure of the monoid of absolutely 

indecomposable nondegenerate symmetric spaces under tensor product [HARl p136]. In our 

final result we use our calculation of the centres of the hyperbolic symmetric spaces to 

show that the submonoid generated by the hyperbolics is free. 

1 Let V be a vector space of dimension n over the ground field F. Suppose that d!tO in 

F. Let 0:· Vd-+ F be a symmetric d-multilinear form. 
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We will define the condition of nondegeneracy of 0 and show that it is 

GL(V)-invariant. 

1.1 Definition: We say that (} is nondegenerate if for any nonzero vt.V the 

symmetric (d-1)-multilinear form Ov: Vd-t.... F defined by Ov( v2, ... ,vd ) = 0( v,v2, ... ,vd) 

is nonzero. Otherwise we say that (} is degenerate. · 

1.2 Proposition: Let crt.GL(V). Then (} is nondegenerate 

_ nondegenerate. 

Proof: 

and as vi runs through V so does crv i· o 

Because of the isomorphisms 

0d(V) ~ Sd(V *) ~ F d[x~, ... ,xn] 

iff CT. 0 is 

* the second isomorphism depending on a choice of basis Xt, ... ,xn of. V , there are 

* corresponding conditions of nondegeneracy of pt.Sd(V ), 

and of forms of degree din Xt, ... ,xn. 

* We loosely state the next proposition before its formal proof: Let pt.Sd(V ) have 

* polarisation e. Let VEV. Let PvESd-l(V ) .have polarisation Ov. Then d.py is the directional 

derivative of pin the direction v. 

* 1.3 Proposition: Let Vt, ... ,vn be a basis of V with dual basis Xt, ... ,xn of V . 

Let v=~aiVi. Under the isomorphism of 1§3let p+-+0, Pv+-+Ov. Then 

n a 
~ ai QX;P = d.p~. 

i::l 1 

In particular, if e =0, then pis a polynomial in Xt, ... ,Xn-1· 
Vn 
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Proof: Let B = F[x~, ... ,xn,A]. Then 

n a 
~ ai(JX;P - the coefficient of A in p(xt+atA, .... ,xn+anA)-p(x~, ... ,xn) 

i = 1 
1 

=(by 1§9.2) the coefficient of A in OB( ... ,~Vi®(xi+aiA) , ... ) - OB( ... ,~Vi®Xi, ... ) 

Since ~Vi®(xi+aiA) = (~vi®Xi)+v®A and e is symmetric this coefficient is 

d.O A (v®l,~vi®Xi, ... ,~Vi®Xi), where A= F[xi, ... ,xn] 

=d.( Ov) A ( ~Vi®Xi, ... ,~Vi®Xi) 

= d.py by 1§9.2 D 

Now we show that the generic symmetric d-multilinear form on Vis nondegenerate. 

1.4 Proposition: In the affine algebraic variety of all symmetric d-multilinear 

forms 0, the subset of all nondegenerate forms is Zariski open. 

·Proof: Fix bases of V and of the space of (d-1)-multilinear forms on V. (} is 

nondegenerate iff the map VH Ov is a monomorphism. 

With our choice of bases this linear map is represented by a matrix whose entries 

depend linearly on 0. (} is nondegenerate iff one of the nxn minor determinants of this 

matrix is nonzero. o 

1.5 Now we discuss the Hessian of the generic form of degree d in r1, ... ,rn. It is an 

example of what in 19-th century terminology is called a covariant of weight 2. 

A covariant of the form of degree d in r~, ... ,rn is a polynomial in the indeterminate 

coefficients of the form and r~, ... rn; whic.h has a certain kind of GLn(F)-invariance. 

To simplify the discussion let us assume that the base field is infinite so that by 

1§21(ii) we can identify a polynomial with its induced polynomial map. 

Let G: V dx Fn -+ F, where V d is the space of all polynomials of degree din . n, n, 

rt, ... ,rn and G is a polynomial map. 
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GLn(F) acts on the left on the F-algebra of all such maps G by 

(a.G)(p,v) = G(u-1.p,u-1v) = G(pou,u-1v). 

Here we identify polynomials p with the induced polynomial maps p: FI4 F, and we have 

the picture 

F~ Fn__Il F 
u-1vH .v 

G is a covariant of weight gt"D. if u.G = ( detu)gG for all aEGLn(F). 

1.6 Definition: Let pEF[rt, ... ,rn]· the Hessian H(p;r1, ... ,rn) of p is the 

polynomial 

' ( 82p ) 
det DijOri . 

When d>2 the Hessian is a polynomial in r1, ... ,rn and the coefficients of p. 

* Given pESd(V ) we can only define the Hessian as above after a choice of 

coordinates. The next proposition states that the Hessian is a covariant of weight 2. Once 

this is known it is clear that the condition of nonzero Hessian does not depend on the 

choice of basis. 

1. 7 Proposition: Let aEGLn(F). Then 

* * H( u-1.p;rt, ... ,rn ) = (detu)2H( p; a r1, ... ,u In). 

Proof: The proof is based on the formal Chain Rule for polynomial maps. We set up 

the notations to state this Chain Rule. 

Suppose that PiEF[rt, ... ,rn] for i=l, ... ,m. 

Let P= ~~J We define the derivative matrix P' of P by P' = ( 4r}- ). 

Suppose that qi<F[s~o ... ,s,], i=l, ... ,n. Let Q = [t]· Then for p<F[r~o ... ,r.], 
poQ stands.for p(qt, ... ,qn)EF[st, ... ,sk]· 

With P as above we let PoQ = lp ;oQI 
Pm0 Q 

and we let P' oQ = ( gi~oQ ). 
J 
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Now we can state the formal Chain Rule: (PoQ)' = (P'oQ).Q'. 

For pEF[rt, ... ,rn] , aEGLn(F) we have the following equalities of nxn matrices: 

( 82~r~·P)) = 1-hr·Pl]' = ((u-1.p)'t)'. 
arJ rl ...!J q-1.p) 

iJrn' 

* * * n Now ( q-1.p)(rt, ... ,rn)=p( q r~, ... ,u In) and O" Ii = E O"ijij. 
j=1 

then 

(4) q-1.p = poA. 

(5) (u-1.p)' = (poA)' (by (4))= (p'oA).A' (by the Chain Rule)= (p'oA).u (by (3)) 

and (u-1.p)'t is a column with i-th entry E ( Dp. o A)D"ji. 
j=1 7Trj 

Let 

n 

(6) lbt]l·~10"jtfj B= . = J • . n . 
On E O"Jnfj 

j=1 

]-Then 

(7) B' = at and 

1-#.l (8) (u-1.p)'t=Bo ~ oA. 

a¥; 
Now ( f~~~t)) = (u-1.p)'t' (by (1)) = at.[(f?iar)oA].u (by (8), 

the Chain Rule,(3)and (7)). Taking determinants and recalling the definition of A in (2) we 

get the result. o 
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Now we can define the condition of nonzero Hessian for a symmetric d-multilinear 

form. 

* 1.8 Definition: Let Vt, ... ,vn be a basis of V with dual basis X1J ... ,xn of V . We 

say that the symmetric d-multilinear form fJ: V-+ F has nonzero Hessian when 

det( ~ PfJ) 4= 0. 
8xj0Xi 

By §1.7 this condition does not depend on the choice of basis, and the condition of 

nonzero Hessian is invariant under the action of GL(V). 

It is easy to see that a degenerate form has zero Hessian. 

1.9 Proposition: If (} has nonzero Hessian then (} is nondegenerate. 

Proof: Suppose that (}is degenerate. Then there is a basis Ut, ... ,un of V, with dual 

basis Xt, ... ,Xn of v*, such that(} =0. By §3 ~P(J = 0. Therefore the matrix 
Un UXn 

02 . 
( ~-P(J) has zero n-th row and so has zero determmant. o .UXjUXl 

Harrison [HAR2 p521] states that nondegenerate forms with zero Hessian are hard 

to find. We will see that the higher degree analogues of the symmetric bilinear hyperbolic 

forms have zero Hessian when in n~3 variables, but are nondegenerate. 

We now define the hyperbolic forms. 

1.10 Let d be an integer ~1. Let 0d(V) denote the vector space of all 

symmetric d-multilinear forms fJ: Vd-+ F on the F-vector space V. 

Put W = Ve( 0d(V)) and define '1/J: Wd+4 F by 

d+l A A 

'1/J[ (vt,9t), ... ,(v d +t, (Jd+t) ] = }'; fJi(Vt, ... ,vi, ... ,v d +1), where Vi indicates that Vi is omitted. 
i=l 

We call these forms hyperbolic. Wh(m d=l, '1/J is the well-known hyperbolic symmetric 

bilinear form. 

A simple check shows that '1/J is symmetric, mutilinear and nondegenerate: 
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(i) .,Pis symmetric: Let 1r be a permutation of 1, ... ,d+l. 

'1/J[ (v 'Jd'Bd) , ... , (v ?r(d+1)' 01r(d+1)) 1 
.d+l ~ 
=i~1 Om[ v?rl , ... , vm , ... , v?r(d+1) 1 

d+1 
=i E 

1
Om[ v1 , ... , v1r(i)-1 , v1r(i)+1 , ... , vd+1 1 (each B?r(i) is symmetric) 

= '1/J[ (v1,B1), ... ,(v d+1,Bd+1) 1 (addition in F is commutative) 

(ii) '1/J is multilinear: One can easily prove this using only multilinearity of each 

BE 0 d(V) , but for ease of notation we appeal to symmetry of '1/J and check: 

'1/J[ (a.v 1 +b.vl I , a.B~ +b.BI I) ,(vt,Ot), ... ,(vd,Bd) 1 

d - ~ 

d ~ 
+ E aBi(vl ,vt, ... ,vi, ... ,vd) 

i=1 
+ 

+Eb0i(V
1 

I ,vh ... ,vi, .... ,vd) (each Oi is multilinear) 
i =1 

= a'ljJ[(a.vl +b.vl I ,a.BI +b.OI I ),(vt,Bt), ... ,(vd,Od)1 + 

+ b'I/J[ (vi I ,0 1 I ),(v1 ,Ot), ... ,(vd,Od) 1 

(iii) .,Pis nondegenerate: Suppose that for some (v,B)EW we have 

'1/J[ (v,B),(vhOt), ... ,(vd,Od)1 = 0 for all (vt,Bt), ... ,(vd,Od) f. W~ 

Let v1=0 and let 81 be nondegenerate. It follows that v=O. 

Now let 81= ... =Bd=O to see that 0=0. a 

+ 

We now choose convenient bases of V and 0d(V) to get a form of degree d+l 

corresponding to '1/J, so that we can compute that '1/J has zero Hessian. 

1.11 Let uh ... ,un be a basis of V. Let (i1, ... ,in) be ann-tuple of nonnegative integers with 

sum d. 

Define: 0. . f. 0 d(V) by requiring 
ll···ln 

e. . (u l' ... ,u d) = 1 if a has content (it, ... ,in)· 11"'1n a a 0 otherwise -
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Then the (}. . forrri. a basis of 0d(V), and (u~,O), ... ,(un,O); ... ,(O,(}. . ), ... It ... In It ... In 

form a basis of Ve0d(V). 

Let It, ... ,rn; ... ,s. . , ... denote the dual basis. It ... In 

We calculate P¢ as at the end of1§9.2 

Let A = F[r~, ... ,rn; ... ,s. . , ... ]. I1 ... 1n 

Pnt.( It, ... ,rn; ... ,s. · , ... ) 
'f/ 11 ... In 

n 
= '1/JA[ ... ,( >-; ei®fi, >-; (}.. • ®s. . ), ... ] 

._1 · + · -d I1 ... In It ... In I- I1 ... ln-

= (d+1)}"; >-; 0. . (e l' .... ,e 'd) s. . r 1 ... r d i a It ... In a a I1 ... In a a 

( the first sum is over all n-tuples i of nonnegative integers (i~, ... ,in) with sum d; and the 

second suin is over all maps a: {l, ... ,d}-+ {l, ... ,n} ) 
dl ·i1 in 

= (d+l)}"; . S. · It ... In 
. . . I . I lt ... ln 

1 11 .... ln. 

because the (}. . are symmetric, and we calculate the number of a with a given content 
lt ... ln 

as in 1§5. 

Note that P¢ is homogeneous of degree d+1 with degree 1 in the 

and degree din r~, ... ,rn. Also p¢=0 unless (d+1)!j:O in F. 

1.12 Claim: When d~2 and dim V~2, 1/J has zero Hessian. 

Proof: We will use the dual basis of §1.11 to show that P¢ has zero Hessian. 

p "'' is linear in the s. . , so 
02 

p "'' = 0 and the matrix of second 
'f/ lt ... In 0 0 'f/ s. . s. . 

Jl .. · Jn l1 ... ln 
.. . d [n+d-1] 

order partial derivatives of p'I/J has dimF( 0 (V) ) = n-1 of its columns all 

contained in a subspace, over the field F(r 11 ... ,rn; ... ,s. . , ... ), of dimension ~n. Therefore 

the wedge product of these columns will be zero whene~~r
1

n[ :+:-l] > n, which is the case 

iff d~2 and n~2. o 
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Now we discuss nonsingularity of a symmetric d-multilinear 0: Vd:-+ F ; or the 

* corresponding peSd(V ) ; or the form feF d[x11 ••• ,xn] defined by p and a choice of basis 

* Xt, ... 1Xn Of V . 

First we define the singular locus of 0 over an extension of the base field, and see 

how this locus changes when we replace 0 by an equivalent form. The singular lacus of 0 

over an extension field is defined so as to be compatible with the usual definition of the 

singular locus of the form f as the set of common zeros of its first order partial derivatives. 

Let (V,O) be a symmetric space of degree d over F. Let K be a field containing the 

ground field F. 

* * The homomorphism of graded Hopf-algebras S(V )-+ S( (VfK) ) defined in 1§9 is 

a monomorphism. 

1.13 Definition: The singular locus of (} over K 

SK(fJ) = { weVfK: OK( u,w, ... ,w) =0 for all ueVfK } 

with {)K as defined in 1§§9. 

For creGL(V) let crK eGL(VfK) be the unique K-linear automorphism of VfK 

with crK(v®a)=cr(v)®a for all veV,aeK. 

1.14 Proposition: 

Proof: weSK(cr.O) means that (cr.O)K(u,w, .... ,w)=O for all ueVfK. By 1§§9,13 

(cr.O)K = crK.OK so weSK(cr.O) means that forall ueVfK 

0 = crK.OK(u,w, ... ,w) 

= OK( crKtu,crKtw, ... ,crKtw ). 

As u runs through V®K so does crKtu, therefore weSK(cr.O) means crKtweSK(O).o 

* 1.15 Let v 11 ••• 1Vn be a basis of V with dual basis x 11 ... ,xn of V . Then Vt®l, ... ,vn®l is a 
. . * * 

basis of V®K over K with dual basis x 1®1, ... ,xn®l of (VfK) ~ V fK. 
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. Proposition: 

w is a zero of 

Suppose that d!#O in F.Then wfSK( 0) iff for all i=1, ... ,n 

a 
O(xi®f)PeK· 

Proof: wfSK(O) {:::} OK(vi®1,w, ... ,w) = 0 for all i=l, ... ,n 

since OK is K-multilinear and v1®1, ... ,vn®l span VfK over K. 

The result follows from §1.3, and the assumption that d!#O in F.o 

Let k be the algebraic closure of the ground field F. 

1.16 Definition: 0 is nonsingular if Sk( 0) = {0} and singular otherwise. 

Next we show that there is a homogeneous polynomial G in the coefficients of the 

form f of degree din xh···,xn, such that G(f)=O iff f is singular. 

The proof avoids classical elimination theory and appeals instead to elementary 

algebraic geometry. 

1.17 Proposition: Let V be a vecior space of dimension n over k, and suppose 

that d!#O ink. Then in the projective algebraic variety on the vector space of all symmetric 

d...:....multilinear forms O:Vd-+ k, the set { [OJ : 0 is singular } is Zariski closed of 

codimension 1. 

Proof: * Let xh···,xn be a basis of V . 

Let W denote the vector space of all polynomials of homogeneous degree d-1 iri 

Xt, ••• ,xn with coefficients ink. 

Claim: 

Let IP{W) denote the projective space of all lines in W. 

Let X denote the product of n copies of IP{W). 

Let Y = { ( [f1], ... ,[fn] )EX :for some afiJ>n-1 fi(a)-:-0 for.all i=1, ... ,n } 

Y is irreducible of codimension 1 in X. 
• 

Before we prove the claim we will deduce Prop 1.17 from it. 
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Since d!fO, Prop 1.15 applies: 

Ois singular iff a!i Po i=l, ... ,n have a common nontrivial zero in V. 

Having proved the claim, it follows by [SHA Thm 3' p56] that Y is the set of zeros of an 

irreducible polynomial, homogeneous in each of [f1], ... ,[fn]· Substituting ;Ji Po for fi, we 

get a polynomial in the coefficients of p 0 , and 0 is singular iff this polynomial vanishes. 

Proof of the claim: First we show that Y is closed. Consider the projection map 

XxiJ>n-4 X. Let Z be the closed subset of XxiPn-1 consisting of all ( [ft], ... ,[fn] ,a ) 

with fi(a)=O for all i=l, ... ,n. Then Y is the image of Z under the projection map. By [SHA 

p45 Thm3] Y is closed . 

. Next we apply [SHA p61 Thm8] to show that Z, and hence Y, is irreducible: We 

consider the projection map 

Z-i IJ>n-1 and observe that 

(a) it maps Z onto g>n-1 

(b) given a!IJ>n-1 the fibre over a is the product of n hyperplanes in IP(W), so that all 

fibres have the same dimension and are irreducible. 

Finally we apply [SHA p60 Thm7] to show that Y has codimension 1 in X. 

Let X' be the product of n-1 copies of IP(W). 

Consider the projection X-i X': ( [f1],[f2], ... ,[fn] )~-+ ( [f2], ... ,[fn] ) and let 

1r. Y-i X' be its restriction to Y. 

Let x' = ( [f2], ... ,[fn] ) f X' and let Z(f2, ... ,fn) = { a!IJ>n-1 : fi(a)=O ,i=2, ... ,n }. By 

[SHA p57 Cor5] Z(f2, ... ,fn)f0 so ( [f2],[f2], ... ,[fn] ) f 7r-l(x') and ?r-l(x') f 0. Consider the 

dimension of ?r-l(x' ). There are two cases: 

Case 1: Z(f2, ... ,fn) has dimension ~ 1. 

Then by [SHA p57 Cor5] ?r-l(x') is isomorphic to IP(W). 

Case 2: Z(f2, ... ,fn) has dimension 0. 

Then ?r-t(x') is isomorphic to a union of finitely many hyperplanes in IP(W). By [SHA p60 

Thm7] Case 2 is generic and dimY- (n-l)dimiP(W) = dimiP(W) -l.o 
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We will refer again to [SHA] for results on rational differential forms in the proof of 

the next proposition. 

1.18 Proposition: Suppose that the base field F has characteristic zero. If the 

symmetric d-multilinear form O:VcL, F is nonsingular, then 0 has nonzero Hessian. 

Remark: Harrison [HAR2 Propl.1] proved this proposition in degree d=3. 

Proof: Let k be the algebraic closure of the ground field F. With basis and 

coordinate map 1p:Vfk-+ kn as in §1.15 we have a form pEk[rt, ... ,rn] associated with Ok as in 

1§11. 

By §1.15 we must show that if the a~ip i=1, ... ,n have no nonzero common zero in 

kn, then det( Dr f~i i ) /: 0. 

· Suppose that the ~?i i=1, ... ,n have no common zero in IPn. Then we may define a 

regular map 

x: !Pn-t.... !Pn-1 by x(x) = ( IJp 'x) : ... : ~x) ). m 7ftn' 
By [SHA p51 Thm8, remark after Def2 on p49, p60 Thm7] x is a finite mapping with 

image !Pn-1. The induced homomorphism 

* x : k{IPn-1)-+ k{IPn-1) on the function fields is an embedding. Let Yb···,Yn be 

homogeneous coordinates on IPn -1. Then 

* Ii - IJp E1!_ 
X (y 1) - O'fi/ 0r1· 
Let fl(IPn-1) denote the graded k(IPn-1)-vector space of rational differential forms on 

* !Pn-1. By [SHA Thm1 p167) X : fln-1(1Pn-1)-+ fln-~IPn-1) is an embedding. Therefore 

* 0 /: X ( d(Il)A ... Ad(l!!) ) = 
Yt Yt 

= d{ ~I ~ )A ... Ad( ~I~ ) 

= det( O(rSrt) [ ~ / ~] )d(~:)A ... Ad(~:) 
2~i,j~n. 

and so the above determinant is nonzero. 
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For 2<J"<n a( al ) =It~ and 
- - I j It Uij 

~l*'t¥rt] . 
= ( a~·¥rt - *'.g;Tar.) I ( ~ )2. 

Therefore 

(*) del [ ~7~~r,·¥rt - ~:Tr,·*'] # 0 

. · 2~i,j~n. 

We now perform some elementary row and column operations on the Hessian matrix 

(a~;~r) , 1~i,j~n , after which we will see by (*) that its determinant is nonzero. 

Replace the first column·Ct by 1/(d-1).[ r 1C1+ ... +rnCn ]. Then by Euler's theorem 

the new first column is ( ... gi .... )t i=1, ... n . 
. 1 

Next for 2~i~n replace the i-th row Ri by gi 
1
.Ri - gi i.R1 this yields the matrix 

with C/= ( gi.,O, ... ,O ) and with (1,1)-minor equal to the matrix of (*) above. The 

determinant of our new matrix is therefore equal to(*), hence the Hessian of pis nonzero.o 

2 In the second part we discuss indecomposability and the centre of a form. We also 

consider some examples of symmetric spaces. 

Fix the base field F and the integer d~3. Let (V,O) be a symmetric space of degree d 

over F. We recall Harrison's definitions [HAR1 p128,p133]. 

2.1 Definitions: The symmetric space (V, 0) is decomposable if 

(V, 0) ~ (V., 01) e (V 2, 82) with 01 and 02 nonzero. 

Otherwise we say that 0 is indecomposable. 

The centre of (V,O) consists of all endomorphisms f of V for which 

0( fVt,V2 1V3 1 ... 1Vd ) = 0( Vt,fV2,V3,··· 1Vd) 

for all v ., ... , v d in V. We will denote the centre of 0 by Z( 0). 

This centre is an F-subalgebra of End(V) and when 0 is nondegenerate the structure of the 

centre decides the decomposability of 0. 
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2.2 Harrison [HARl Prop4.1] proved the following: 

Let (V,O) be nondegenerate. Then 

(i) Z( 0) is a commutative F-algebra. 

(ii) Z( 0) has no idempotents except 0,1 iff (V, 0) is indecomposable. 

Since Z( 0) is a commutative Artin ring by [AM Thm8.7], Z( 0) is a finite product of 

commutative Artin local rings. Further, a commutative Artin local ring has a unique prime 

ideal which is the set of all nilpotent elements in the ring. 

It is easy to see that equivalent forms have conjugate centres. 

2.3 Proposition: Let ueGL(V). Then Z(u.O) = _u.Z(O).u-1. 

Proof: feZ(u.O) means that for all vh···,Vd E V 

( u. O)(fvhv2, ... ,vd)=( u. O)(vt,fv2,··.-,vd) 

~ 0( ( u-1fu)u-1vt,u-tv2, ... ,u-tvd) = 0( u-tvt,( u-1fu)u-1v2,···,u-1vd) 

for all VIJ···,Vd E V. 

Since u-tvh ... ,u-tvd run through Vas v1, ... ,Vd do we have: 

feZ( u. 0) ~ u-tfueZ( O).o 

Next we show that the centre of a direct sum of nondegenerate forms is the direct 

product of their centres. Harrison's result that the centre of a nondegenerate decomposable 

form has idempotents other than 0,1 is an immediate consequence. 

2.4 Proposition: Suppose that (V,O) is nondegenerate and 

(V,O) ~ (V hOt)ED ... e(Vk,Ok)· 

Then Z( 0) ~ Z( Ot)x ... xZ( Ok)· 

Proof: By Prop2.3 we may assume that (V,O) = (Vh01)ED ... e(Vk,fhr.). Since (V,O) is 

nondegenerate so are all the (Vi,Oi)· If the result holds for k=2, then an easy induction 

argument establishes it for all k~2. So we assume that k=2. 
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Let fEZ(01e02). Write f as a matrix w.r.t V=V1eV2 : 

f = [ i!~ i!~] where fij:Vt"' Vi. 

We will show that when i1j fij=O, and that fuEZ( Oi) for i=1,2. 

For all [ ;: ] , ... , [ ~] in V1eV2 

01( f11x1+ft2Y1 ,x2, ... ,xd) + 02(f21Xt+f22Y1 ,y2, ... ,yd) 

= 01(xh fux2+ft2Y2,x3, ... ,xd) + 02(Yh f21x2+f22Y2 ,y3, ... ,yd). 

Set y 11 ••• ,yd all zero to see that f11EZ( Ot)· Similarly f22EZ( 02). To see that f12=0, set 

x1=0,y3=0 and invoke nondegeneracy of 01. Similarly, f21=0.o 

2.5 Harrison [HARl 4.3] proved the following: Let F-+R be a base extension by a flat 

commutative F-algebra R. Let (V,O) be a nondegenerate symmetric space of degree d~3 

over F. Let (V R'OR) denote the symmetric space obtained from (V,O) by extending 0 to 

0R=()81: VR=V®R-+ F®R~R. 

Then Z( OR) ~ Z( O)fR. 

Our next result is that, roughly speaking, if O:Vd-t F is symmetric d-multilinear and 

nondegenerate, and fEZ( 0), then the singular locus of 0 over any extension field is invariant 

under f. 

2.6 Proposition: Let (V,O) be a nondegenerate symmetric space of degree d~3. 

Let fEZ( 0), and let K be a field containing F. Then f®l( SK( 0) ) £ SK( 0). 

Proof: Let aESK( 0). Then for all xEVfK OK(a, ... ,a,x)=O. By §2.5 f®lEZ( OK) so 

for all xEVfK 

OK( (f®l)a, ... ,(f®lja,x) 

= OK( a, ... ,a, (f®l)d-tx) =0. 0 
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2. 7 Harrison [HARl p137] proved that the centre of a nonsingular symmetric space of 

degree d~3 contains no nonzero nilpotents. Suppose that (V,O) is nonsingular. 

Let (V,O) ~ (V t,Ot)EB ... e(Vk,Ok) 

be the decomposition of (V,O) as a sum of indecomposables. Then each (V i,Oi) is 

nonsingular and by 2.4 

Z(O) ~ Z(Ot)x ... xZ(Ok)· 

·· Each Z( Oi) is a commutative Artin local ring with no nilpotents. The unique prime ideal of 

Z( Oi) is {0}, so Z( Oi) is a field. 

We clos·e this part with some examples of symmetric spaces, of which we will 

compute their centres to decide their indecomposability. We will conclude that there are 

indecomposable symmetric spaces in each degree d~3 and each dimension. This is in 

marked contrast to the degree 2 case, where we have diagonalizability. 

Examples: 

(i) Let A be an associative finite dimensional F-algebra with umty. Let T: A-+ F be 

. F -linear and such that 

T( ab) is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form. 

For example: 

(a) A=K with KIF a finite seperable field extension and T=TraceK IF" Harrison's 

example [HARl Prop4.5] is more general. 

(b) A = Mn(F) and T=trace. 

Define (A,O) by O(a., ... ,ad) = T(};a7rl ... a7rd) 

the sum over all permutations 1r of l, ... ,d. 

An easy check shows that 0 is symmetric and d-multilinear. 

0 is also nondegenerate: For suppose that O(a1, ••• ,ad)=O for all a2, ... ,ad. 

Set a3= ... ad=l. By symmetry and nondegeneracy of T(ab), and since d!j:O, it follows that 

a1=0. 
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Consider the centre of 0. 

Cl3.im: Let fEZ( 0). Then fa= ac+ca where CEA commutes with all elements of 

[A,A1 = {xy-yx: x,yEA}. 

Proof: For all ab···,ad in A 

0( fa1,a2,aa , ... ,ad ) = 0( abfa2,aa, ... ,ad ) 

Set a4= ... =ad=l. Since T( ab) is symmetric we have 

0( faba2,aa,1, ... ,1 ) 

= (d-3)!{ 3T[ (fa1)a2a3 1 + 3T[ a2(fa1)a3 1 } 

= (d-3)!{ 3T[ a1(fa2)a3 1 + 3T[ (fa2)a1aa 1 } - 0( abfa2,aa,1, ... ,1). 

As d!j:O we have for all a1,a2,aa in A 

(*) T[ (fa1)a2aa + a2(fa1)a3 1 = T[ a1(fa2)a3 + (fa2)a1a3 1· 

By nondegeneracy ofT( ab) we have: for all a1,a2 in A 

(fa1)a2 + a2(fa1) = a1(fa2) + (fa2)a1. 

Set a2=1 and put (1/2)f(1) = c. Then fa= ac+ca. Substituting in (*) we get after some 

cancelation, 

c[at,a2J=[aba21c and wehave proved the claim.o 

In case (i)(a) A = K is commutative and it is clear from the Claim that Z( O)::::::K. 

In case (i)(b) A = Mn(F) = J7"n(F), as a Lie algebra and we have [A,A1 = dn(F), 

the matrices with zero trace. The subring of Mn(F) generated by the matrices with zero 

trace is the full ring Mn(F). Since the centre of Mn(F) is F, we have Z(O)=F. 

Since these 0 are all non degenerate we conclude that each 0 is indecomposable. 

2.8 Remark: . There are degree d~3 indecomposable symmetric spaces in each 

dimension. 
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2.9 Example(ii): · Let W1=V , W2= 0d-1(V) where d~3. We define the 

hyperbolic degree d symmetric space ( W 1mW 2 , ¢ ) by 

d A 

¢[ (xt,01), ... ,(xd,Od)] = ~ Oi(x1, ... ,xi, ... ,xd) 
i=1 

as in §1.10, where we checked that ¢is symmetric d-multilinear and nondegenerate. 

2.10 Next we compute the centre of ¢. Write 

fEZ(¢) as a matri~ [ ffu ff12 J of linear maps fij: Wj~ W i· 
21 22 . 

By §2.6 f( SF(¢) ) £SF( '1/J). Since W 2 = SF(¢), we must have f12=0. As 

¢[f[~],[~2],[~a], ... ,[~d] 1 = ¢ [ [~], f[~2],[~a], ... ,[~d] 1 
we have 

(*) (f220)(x2, ... ,xd) = O(fux2,xa, ... ,xd). 

As ¢[f[~1],[~2],[~a J, ... ,[~d]] = ¢[ [~1],f[~2],[~aJ, .... ,[~J] 
We have (f21X1)( X2, ... ,Xd ) = (f21X2)( Xt,Xa, ... ,Xd ). 

Therefore the d-multilinear form a:Vd-t F defined by: 

a(xt, ... ,xd) = (f21x1)(x2, ... ,xd) 

is symmetric and determines f21. 

Since ¢[ f[ ~~], [ ~2] , ... , [ ~d -1] l [~] ] is symmetric in Xt, X2 we have 

0( fuxhx2, ... ,Xd-1) = 0( Xt,fux2,xa, ... ,Xd-1 ) 

for all Xt, ... ,Xd-l in V, and all OE0d-~V). 

If d-1~3 we can take (} as in Example (i) and conclude that f11 is multiplication by a 

scalar. We are left with the case d-1=2. In this case we have (} corresponding to some 

symmetric matrix B, and for all x1, x2 in V 

(fux1)tBx2 = x1tB(fux2) hence futB = Bfu. 

Taking B=I we get f11t=f11• So f11 is a symmetric matrix which commutes with all 

. symmetric matrices, thus f 11 is a scalar in this case also. 
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From(*) above we see that f22 = f11 a_scalar. 

Given AEF and aE0d(V), define 

f[8] = [Ao+a(x,~~ ... ,-)] · 
We have seen that every element of Z( ¢) must be of this form, and now we check that 

fEZ( 7/J): 

¢[ f[8~], [8~] , ... , [8:] ] 
d • 

= A01(x2, ... ,xd) + a(x1,X2, ... ,xd) + E A0i(xh ... ,xi, ... ,xd) 
i=2 

d • 
= A E Oi(xl, ... ,xi, ... ,xd) + a(x~, ... ,xd) 

i=l . 

which is symmetric in XI, ... ,xd. Therefore fEZ(¢). 

As an F-vecior space the centre of ¢ is Fe0 d(V) and the multiplication is 

[~ R][~ ~]=[o;~A¥? A~ ]. 

So the centre of ¢ is F*0d(V), the trivial extension of F by 0d(V), which is 

the unique prime ideal of the centre. 

3 In this part we introduce the concept of orthogonality in a symmetric space. Split 

symmetric spaces are those with a self-orthogonal subspace. We define the tensor product 

of two symmetric spaces of degree d .. Harrison explains in [HAR1 §§2,3] how. the 

Grothendieck ring of forms of degree d over F is constructed from the set of isomorphism 
. . 

classes of nondegenerate symmetric spaces of degree d, by means of the direct sum (1§17) 

and the tensor product (§3.2). The elements of this Grothendieck ring are formal 

differences of isomorphism classes of nondegenerate symmetric spaces of degree d. The 

significance of Prop3.3 is that the set of formal differences of isomorphism classes of 

nondegenerate split symmetric spaces is an ideal in the Grothendieck ring. 
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Fix the base field F and the integer d~3, and suppose that d!:/;0 in F. Let (V,O) be a 

symmetric space of degree d over F. 

3.1 Let W be a subspace of V. Harrison [HAR1 p128) defined the orthogonal subspace 

. WJ. toW by 

WJ. = { xEV: O(w,x,x3, ... ,xd)=O for all wEW and all x3, ... ,Xdf.V } 

A symmetric space (V,O) is split if there is a subspace W of V with WJ. = W. 

Remark: This definition of a split space is an extension of the field case of the 

definition of split symmetric bilinear forms, due to Knebusch, 1(MH p12) to degrees ~3. 

None of the spaces in the example (i)(a) above is split as 

a1J.a2 means that T(a1a2a3 ... ad) = 0 so a1a2=0 on putting a4= ... =ad=l and by 

non degeneracy of T( ab ). 

In degree 2 over a field of characteristic :f 2 

(i) the split spaces coincide with the hyperbolic spaces 

(ii) the direct sum of nondegenerate split spaces is split, and the tensor product of a 

nondegenerate space with a nondegenerate split space is split. 

The hyperbolic space ( Ve0d(V) ,¢) of §1.10 has 0d(V) self-orthogonal: 

¢[ (0,0),(0,02),(x3,83), ... ,(xd,Od) ] =0 ; and 

¢[ (x,0),(0,02),(x3,03), ... ,(xd,Od) ] = 0 for all 02, ... ,ed, and all x3, ... xd just means 

that 

02(x,x3, ... ,xd)=O for all 02 and all x3, ... ,xd, so we can take 82 nondegenerate to get 

x= 0. 

In degree d~3 , the -split forms are not all hyperbolic. We give an example to show 

·this. 
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· Example: Let e 11 ... ,en be the usual basis of Fil. Define (Fn,O) by 

O(e£d' ... ,ead) = 0 · 

unless some a(i)=l and, for some 2~k~n, all the other a(i)=k in which case 

0( e11ek, ... ,ek) = 1/d. 

. The corresponding form of degree d is 

p = xlx2d-1 + ... + X!Xnd-1, In the Hessian matrix ( a~) the first row is 

(d-1).( O,x2d-2, ... ,xnd-2); 

the first column is the transpose of this; 

the diagonal is (d-l)(d-2)xd O,x2d-a, ... ,xnd-3 ); 

and all other entries are 0. Let us calculate the Hessian determinant by expanding along 

the first row: 

n A 

H(p;x) = xln-1. ~ :(xid-2)2(x2 ... Xi ... Xn)d·3. 
i=2 

Since 2(d-2)>d-3 the monomials in this sum are all distinct and H(p;x)i:O. We conclude 

by §1.9 and §1.12 that 0 is nondegenerate, and not hyperbolic. 

O(e1,e1,xa, ... ,xd)=O for all xa, ... ,xd in V, so Fe1 £ (Fe1)J.. 

Suppose that x = a1e1+ ... +anen f (Fe1)J.. 

This means that O(e 11x,x3, ... ,xd) = 0 for all xa, ... ,xd in Fn. 

For i~2 set x3= ... =xd=ei to get ai=O . 

. Therefore (Fe1)J. = Fe1. 

3.2 Let (V,O) , (W,cp) be symmetric spaces of degree d over F. We will define the 

symmetric space (V®W,(}®cp) also of degree dover F. Let v 11 ... ,vn be a basis of V and let 

wi, ... ,wm be a basis of W. Then the set of Vi®Wj for l~i~n, l~j~m is a basis of 

V®W. For each map a:{l, ... ,d}-+ {l, ... ,n} and each map ,B:{l, ... ,d}-+ {l, ... ,m} 

let 
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This extends uniquely to a d-multilinear map 

()®cp: (V®W)d-+ F such that for Xt, ... ,xd in V, and y 11 ••• ,yd in W 

()®<p( Xt®yt, ... ,xd®Yd ) = O{xt, ... ,xd).<p{yt, ... ,yd)· 

It is easy to check that this tensor product operation is compatible with the relation 

of isomorphism. 

Next we check that when 0 and <p are both nondegenerate so also is O®cp. This is 

the field case of Harrison's more general result [HAR1 p128 second paragraph]. For suppose 

z = ~ aijVi®Wj has ( ()®cp)z = 0. 

Then for all x2, ... ,xd EV, and all y2, ... ,yd EW we have 

0 = ()®<p{ ~aijVi®Wj,X2®Y2,···,Xd®Yd ) 

= ~ aijB(vi,X2, ... ,xd)l.fJ(Wj,Y2,···,Yd) 

= <p{ ~( ~aij0(vi,X2, ... ,xd) )Wj,Y2,···,Yd ). 
j i 

Since cp is nondegenerate and w11 ••• ,wm are linearly independent 

. ~aijB(vi,X2, ... ,xd) = 0 for j=l, ... ,m; 
i 

i.e O(~aijVi,?C2, ... ,xd) = 0 for j=l, ... ,m. 
i 

Since 0 is nondegenerate and Vt, ... ,vn are linearly independent each aij=O. 

Harrison [HAR1 Prop4.2] proved that when (V,O) and (W,cp) are nondegenerate 

then Z( ()®cp) ~ Z( O)®Z( cp). 

Harrison [HAR1 Prop2.1] showed that with e as in 1§17 and ® just defined, the 

Grothendieck construction may be applied to obtain a ring whose elements are formal 

differences of isomorphism classes of nondegenerate symmetric spaces of degree d. A 

consequence of the next proposition is that the set of formal differences of isomorphism 

classes of nondegenerate split symmetric spaces is an ideal in this ring. 
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3.3 Proposition: Let d be an integer ~3. Then 

(i) the direct sum of two nondegenerate split symmetric spaces of degree dis split; 

(ii) the tensor product of a nondegenerate split symmetric space of degree d and a 

nondegenerate symmetric space of degree d is split. 

Proof: (i) Suppose that (V i,Oi) i=1,2 are split. For i=1,2 there are subspaces Mi of 

Vi with M~ = Mi. We will show that (M1eM2).L = (M 1eM2). For i=1,2 let mi,ni e M1; 

Vi3, ... ,Vid E Vi· Then 

= Ot(mt,nt,Vt3, ... ,Vtd) + 02(m2,n2,V23, ... ,v2d) = 0, since Mi b. M~ for i=1,2. 

Therefore M1eM2 b. (M1eM2).L. 

Suppose (v1,v2) f (M1eM2).L. Then for m1eM1; v3, ... ,vd f V 1 we have 

0 = (01e02)[ (vt,v2),(m~,O),(v3,0), ... ,(vd,O)] 

= Ol(vhmt,V3,···,vd) so v1eMt = M1. Similarly v2eM2.D 

(ii) Suppose that (V,O) is a nondegenerate split symmetric space of degree d, having a 

self-orthogonal subspace M. Let (W,cp) be a nondegenerate symmetric space of degree d. 

We will show that the tensor product of these symmetric spaces has M®W self-orthogonal. 

First we will show that M®W £ (M®W).L. By multilinearity of (}®cp and since the 

m®w with meM,weW span M®W; we need only calculate that for 

(J®cp(mt®Wt,m2®w2,v3®w3,···,vd®wd) = O(mt,m2,v3, ... ,vd)cp(wh···,wd) = 0 

since M b. M.L. 
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Secondly, we show that (M®W).J.. £ M®W. Let wh ... ,wn be a basis of W. Suppose 

n 
that ~ Vi®Wif {M®W).J... Then for mEM; v~, ... ,vd_EV; and any map a:{2, ... ,d}-+ {l, ... ,n} 

i=l . 
n 

0 = fJ®cp( ~ v.®w. ,m®w 2,v3' ®w 3, ... ,vd' ®w d) 
. . i=l 1 1 a a a 
n 

= ~ O(v.,m,v3' , ... ,vd' ).cp(w.,w 2, ... ,w d) 
i=l 1 1 a a 

n 
= cp(. ~10(vi,m,v3, ... ,vd).wi ,w a2, ... ,w ad). 

1= 

Since cp is nondegenerate we conclude that 

n 
~ O(v.,m,v3' , ... ,vd' ).wi = 0. 

. 1 1 1= 

Now w1, ... ,wn is a basis of W; mfM and v3, ... ,vd f V are arbitrary. 

Therefore all the Vi are in M.J.. = M so ~vi®Wi f.M®W.o 

The final result of this chapter is an application of our calculation of the centres of 

the hyperbolic forms. We show that in the monoid of isomorphism·classes of nondegenerate 

symmetric spaces of a given degree d, with the tensor product operation; the submonoid 

generated by the isomorphism classes of the hyperbolic spaces of degree dis free. 

3.4 Proposition: Let ( Fne[ ®d-t(Fn) ],1/Jn ) be the hyperbolic symmetric space 

defined in §1.10. If •1• ® ... ®•1• !::! "'" ® ... ®•1• with m1~ ... ~mq and nt~ ... ~np, '+'m1 '+'mq- '+'n1 '+'np 

then p=q and mi=ni, for all l~i~p. 

Proof: By Harrison's result [HARl Prop4.2] and §2.10 

Z( 1/J ® ... ®?/) ) ~ ,<~~· Z( 1/J ..) ~ ,<~~ [F*0ni(Fni)). 
n1 np ~- n. ~-1= • 1= 

We will prove more generally that if 

l2 .Q. 
f~~ (F*V i) ~ ~~~ (F*Wj) 

with dimF V 1~ ... ~dimF V p and p=q and 
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Let A1=F*V i· Then A1 is a 71-graded F-algebra with 

Ai0 = F , Ai1 = Vi ; and Aij = 0 in all other grades j. 

Let B = 

Being a tensor product of 71-graded F-algebras, B is a 71-graded F-algebra. As an 

F -:-vector space 

B = e ( A1a 1® ... ®Apap) 

where the direct sum ~s over all maps a: {l, ... ,p}-+ {0,1}. 

The ll-grading is Bj = e ( Atp1® ... ®AP{Jp) 

where the direct sum is taken over all maps which take the value 1 exactly j times. 

Note that: 

(i). In B xlal® ... ®xPap. Ytp1® ... ®yP{Jp = 0 

iff for some i: ai = {Ji = 1 or x1 00 = 0 or Yi{Ji = 0. 

(ii) B is zero in grade greater than p._ 

(iii)B is generated as an F-algebra by its grade 1 elements. 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

B is a local ring with maximal ideal M, say. 

For k~l Mk is spanned by the homogeneous elements of B of grade ~k. 

=the coefficient of tP-k in (t+n1) .•• (t+np)· 

Suppose that C is the tensor product of the F*Wi for l~i~q , where Wi is an , 

F-vector space of dimension m1.Then Cis a local ring with maximal ideal N, say. 

If B ~ C then for each nonnegative integer k MkfMk+t ~ NkfNk+1 so that 

D. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

In this chapter we study families of additive invariants of the forms of a given 

degree d over a field of characteristic zero. Our main result is 2.7 that there are no 

nontrivial families of additive invariants when the degree is odd. 

In 2.6 we give an example of a nontrivial family of additive invariants in each even · 

degree. We have not attempted to find all families of additive invariants in even degree. 

First we summarise the required background material on invariants of a form. 

1 We give a brief account of the symbolic method for describing invariants of a single 

form of homogeneous degree d in x 11 ... ,xn. This is the theory of Grosshans et al [GRS] in 

* the special case of L=L- with all the letters of L "belonging to" Sd{V ). In this case 

Super[L I P] = Sym[L I P]. The underlying algebra of this Hopf-algebra is the algebra of 

polynomials in the (ali) where aEL, iEP. This is the letter-place algebra of Desarmenien 

et al (DKR p66]. 

1.1 Let the ground field F have characteristic zero, Grosshans et al [GRS bottom p50] 

comment on the necessity of this condition. By 1§21(ii), if U is a finite dimensional· 

* F-vector space, we can identify the F-algebra S(U ) with the F-algebra of polynomial 

maps 

cp: U-+ F. 

Let V be a vector space over F with basis v 11 ... ,vn and let x 11 ... ,xn be the dual 

* * basis of V . Let W = Sd(V ). Let F[W] denote the F-algebra of polynomial maps 

cp: W-+ F. 

We define what is meant by an invariant of the form of degree d. 

1.2 GL(V) acts on the left on F[W] as follows: for cpEF[W] and crEGL(V) 

* {cr.cp)(p) = cp(u-1.p) = cp( S (cr )p ). 
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We are interested in the GL(V)-invariants: cpEF[W) such that for some integer g 

u.cp = (detu)gcp for .all 'uEGL(V). We call g the weight of cp. 

We describe the GL(V)-action on F[W]. 

1.3 The monomials xt1 ••• x~n of degree d form a basis of Sd(v*). Given fESd(v*) we 

have 

f · ~ d! (f) i 1 in * = u · 1 • f t. . x1 ... xn , and the t. . form a basis of W . 
i It .... ln. It···ln . It···ln 

Since F is infinite we can, by 1§20, identify F(W] with the F-algebra of polynomials in 

these t. . . 
- lt···ln 

Given a map a: {1, ... ,d}-+ {1, ... ,n} we define t = t. . where (i 11 ... ,in) is the 
a It ... In 

content of a (1§4). Setting xa = xa1 ... xad we can express 

f = ~ t (f)x which is the image under d-fold multiplication of the symmetric 
a a a 

tensor 

* 1.4 To calculate u.t
13 

we must first compute the action of u-1 on fESd(V ) . We have 

* u·1.f = Sd( u )(~ t . (f)x ) 
a a a 

= ~ t a( f)~ (J arr/3 ( where 
a {3 

u a/3 = u al/31' .. u ad {3d ) 

= ~( ~ u .at )(f)xa. 
{3 a aJJ a JJ 

Now we check that the above coefficients of the xf3 are symmetric. For any permutation, 7r 

of l, ... ,d 

~ (J t - ~· (J t a,(3o 7r a - ao 7r,(3o 7r ao 7r a a 
= ~ u af3t a recalling the definition of u a/3· 

a 
d' . . 

Therefore u·t.f = ~. 1 ·: 1 [ ~ u a.at ]xV ... x~n where {3 is arbitrary with content i. 
i It .... In. a JJ a 

Hence u. t /3 = ~ u a{3t a . 
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1.5 We define the letter-place algebra. Let L be a countably infinite set whose elements 

will be called letters. Let ·P = {l, ... ,n } where n=dimFV. The elements of P will be 

called places. Let [LIP]= {(ali): aEL, iEP }. Elements of [LIP] will be called 

letter-places. 

Let Sym[L I P] deno~e the graded Hopf-algebra of polynomials in the letter-places 

with coefficients in F. 

1.6 We describe an action of GLn(F) on the letter-place algebra. Let GLn(F) act on 

Sym[L I P] as graded Hopf-algebra automorphisms such that 

n 
for o-EGLn(F) and (alj)E[LIP]: u.(alj) = I; O"ij(ali). 

. i=l 

1.7 We define the umbrallinear functional U: Sym[L I P]-. F[W]. The image of cp under 

U will be denoted <U,cp> and is calculated as follows: 

(i) U is F-linear. 

(ii) On a monomial of the form cp = (all)i! .. (aln)in 

<U,cp> = 0 unless the degree i1+ ... +in=d in which case 

<U,cp> = t. . . 
ll ... ln 

(iii) On the general monomial <p, we write cp = cp1 ... I.{Jr such that for distinct 

letters at, ... ,ar each I.{Ji is a monomial in the (aill), ... ,(ail n) and then 

<U,cp> = <U,cp1> ... <U,<pr> where each factor <U,<pi> is calculated as in (ii) 

above. 

The letters of L are called in, 19-th century terminology, equivalent symbols 

since (ii) holds for all letters a. 

1.8 It follows easily from §1.4 and §1.6 that the umbra! linear functional is a 

GLn(F)-map. 
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Since the umbral linear functional is clearly surjective, and GLn(F) is completely 

reducible; (quoting from Grosshans et al [GRS p49]) it follows that an invariant in F[W] is 

the image under the umbral linear functional of an invariant in the letter-place algebra 

Sym[LI P]. 

1.9 The Standard Basis Theorem yields an explicit basis for Sym[L I P] as a vector space 

over F, given linear orderings of the sets L and P. The GLn(F)-invariants of Sym[L I P] can 

then be specified in terms of this basis. We assume from now on that Lis linearly ordered, 

and that P is linearly ordered by 1 < ... <n. 

To state the Standard Basis Theorem we need to: 

(i) Define the Laplace pairing 

Ext(L)xExt(P)_. Sym[L I P] denoted (w,u)H (w I u) 

where Ext(L), Ext(P) denote the exterior algebras generated by L, P respectively. 

(ii) Explain what is meant by a standard Young diagram with entries from a linearly 

ordered set. 

1.10 The Laplace pairing is defined by requiring 

(a) bilineari ty 

(b) if wtExt(L), utExt(P) are monomials of'different lengths then (wlu) = 0 

(c) if w=a1 ... ak, with a~, ... ,ak E L and u=j1 ... jk, with j11 ... ,jk E P then 

(wlu) = det( (apljq) ). 

1.11 The Laplace expansions (see Doubilet et al [DRS p194] ) for calculating a 

determinant can be concisely stated in terms of comultiplication in the Hopf-algebras 

Ext(L) and Ext(P). See Akin et al [ABW 1.2] for details of the comultiplication on an 

exterior algebra. 

We state the relevant results of Grosshans et al [GRS 2§2] in our special case. 

Let w,u be monomials of the same length in Ext(L),Ext(P) respectively. 
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(i) Suppose that u=ulul I, and /j.w = ~ w(l)®w(2). Then 

(wlulull) = E sgn(lw(2)1·1ull)(w(l)lul)(w(2)1ul I) where l_l denotes the 

length of a monomial, and for nEll sgn(n)=(-l)n. 

(ii) Similarly, if w = W
1 

W
1 

I, and ~u = ~u(l)®u(2) then 

(wl wl I I u) = ~ sgn( I wl I 1.1 u(l) I )(wl I u(l))(wl I I u(2)). 

1.12 Let A be a linearly ordered set. A Young diagram Don A is a sequence of words 

(wt, ... ,wg) in the alphabet A with A 1=length(w 1)~ ... ~Ag=length(wg)· We then· say 

that D has shape (At, ... ,Ag)· If Wi = xi1 ... xiAi we pictureD as: 

xllx12"""x1At 

~lx22""x2A2 

. 
xgl"'xgAg 

. We calll x. 1x. 2 ... x., the i-th row of D and we call 
1 1 1Ai 

the j-th column of D. 

We say that D is standard if: 

(i) when a precedes bin the same row of D then a<b; 

(ii) when a precedes bin the same column of D then a~ b. 

1.13 Definition: Let D = (w 1, ... ,wg) and E = (ut, ... ug) be Young diagrams of 

the same shape in the alphabets L, P respectively. We define Tab{D I E) E Sym[L I P] by 

Tab{DIE) = (wtlut) ... (wglug). 

1.14 The Standard Basis Theorem asserts that the Tab{D I E) where D, E are standard 

Young diagrams of the same shape in the alphabets L, P respectively, constitute a basis for 

Sym[L I P] as an F-vector space. 
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1.15 We can now describe the GLn(F)-invariants of Sym[L I P]: a basis for the F-vector 

space of these invariants is given by the Tab(D I E) where E has , say, grows all equal to 

12 ..... n and D is standard of the same shape as E. This Tab(D I E) has weight g. 

1.15.1 Remark: Unless each letter in D occurs exactly d times, by the 

definition of the umbrallinear functional in §1.7, we have <U,Tab(D,E)> = 0. · 

1.16 By §§1.8,1.14,1.15 a GLn(F)-invariant rpEF[W] of weight g is a linear combination 

of the <U, Tab(DIE) > with DIE as in §1.15. 

2 We now discuss families of additive invariants of forms of degree d. Let the ground 

field have characteristic zero. 

2.1 Definition: Suppose that for each positive integer n In is an invariant of 

the form of degree din Xt, ... ,xn. The family of invariants It,I2,h, ... is said to be additive 

if when f (resp g) is a form of degree din Xt, ... ,xp (resp Xt, ... ,xq) then 

Ip+q(f.Lg) = Ip(f).Iq(g). 

The family of discriminants of the quadratic forms is the most familiar example. 

2.2 We will consider invariants I of the form of degree d in Xt, ... ,xp,xp+t, ... ,xp+q and 

calculate 

I(f.Lg) where f is a form of degree d in Xt, ... ,xp, and g is a form of degree d in 

Recall 

Note that 

( t. . . . )( f.Lg) 
lt ... lplp +1" .. lp +q 

= t. . (f) if ip+1= ... =ip+q=O 
lt···lp 

= t. . (g) if i1= ... =ip=O 
lt···lq 

= 0 otherwise. 
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2.3 Let D, E be Young diagrams of the same shape in L, P respectively; where E is the 

diagram 

1 ... p (p+l) ... (p+q) 

1 ... p (p+l) ... (p+q) 

with g equal rows; and Dis the diagram (wt, ... ,wg)· 

We calculate <U, Tab(D I E) > ( f.Lg ). 

We will see that if this is nonzero then for i=l, ... ,g we can write w. = w:w: I such 
1 1 . 1 

that: w: has length p, w: I has length q and the diagrams 
1 . 1 

D l ( I I) d Dll ( II II) h 1 . = w1 , ••• ,wg an = ~ 1 , ••. ,wg ave no etters m common. 

Let r~(p~q), and for i = l, ... ,g let the component in ExtP(L)®Extq(P) of 
r . 

D. w i be E w: . s w: I •• 

ai=l 1,00. 1,00. 

By §l.ll(ii) 

[ 

Wt 1 ... p (p+l) ... (p+q).l 
Tab : : .. . 

Wg 1 ... p (p+l) ... (p+q) 

g . . 
= II ( Wil 1 ... p (p+l) ... (p+q) ) 

i=l 
g r - J-I ~), (-l)pq(w: -ll...p)( w: I ·I (p+l) ... (p+q)) 

~-rl 1 ,oo. 1 '00. 
i :.:.1 ai=l .· . . I '_Vl,al l...p l I '_Vi:al (p+l) ... (p+q) l 

= (-l)pqg ~, Tab :. . Tab : the sum taken 
•rl · W1 l...p W1 

I,., (p+l) ... (p+q) a g,ag g, ..og 

·over all maps a: {l, ... ,g}-+ {l, ... ,r}. We will denot'e 

'_Vlal l...p '_Vl~l (p+l) ... (p+q) 
and : by 

w~ag l...p w~~g (p+l) ... (p+q) 

D ~I El and D ~I I E2 respectively. It follows by §2.2 that when D ~ , D ~I 

have a letter in common then < U, Tab(D ~~ E1)Tab(D ~~ I E2) > (f.Lg) = 0. 
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Suppose that D ~ and D ~I have no letters in common. Then L is the disjoint union 

of subsets L I and L I I such· that the entries of D ~ , D ~I come from L I, L I I respectively. 

We can write 

Tab( D I I E
1 

) = 1: T: , Tab( D I I I E
2 

) = 1: T 1
• I where 

a i 1 a j J 

(a) each T: is a monomial in the (all)i 1 .•. (alp)in with a in 1 1 and i 1+ ... +in = d 
1 . 

(b) each Tj I is a monomial in the (alp+l)j1 ••• (alp+q)jq with a in 1 1 I and 

jt+ ... +jq=d. 

Then 

Notes: 

(i) 

(ii) 

<U, Tab(D ~I E1)Tab(D ~~ I E2) > (f.Lg) 

= <U, 1:1: T:T~.~ >(fig) 
i j 1 J 

= 1:1: <U, T: Tl. I > (f.Lg) 
i j 1 J 

= 1: 1: <U ,T j >(f)<U ,S j I >(g) see notes (i),(ii) below 

= <U,Tab(D~IEI)>(f).<U,Tab(D~~ IEII)>(g) seenote(iii) below 

We obtain Sj' from Tj' by substituting (alk) for (alp+k) throughout. 

In <U,T:>, <U,Tab(D' IE') the letters of L' belong to the form of degree din 
. 1 a 

_xt, ... ,xp; and in <U,S j' >, <U ,Tab(D ~· IE' ')> the letters of L' ' belong to the form of 

degree d in Xt, ... ,Xq. 

(iii) E I = E1 is the diagram with. g rows all equal to l...p, and E' I is the 

diagram with g equal rows all equal to l...q. 

2.3.1 We conclude that 

<U, Tab(DIE)> (f.Lg) 

= (-l)pqg 1: I <U, Tab(D ~IE') :>(f).<U, Tab(D ~· IE I I) >(g) where !:' indicates 
a . 

the sum over all a such that D I ,D I I have no letters in common . . a a 

We stress that the letters of D, D ~, D ~· belong to the forms of degree din p+q, p, 

and q variables respectively. 
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2.4 Let E be as defined at the start of §2.3. Let D have the same shape as E, and let the 

entries of D be equivalent letters all belonging to the form of degree d in x 17 ••• ,xp+q· Recall 

remark 1.15.1 that <U,Tab(D I E)>=O, unless each letter in D occurs exactly d times. 

Suppose that the letters of D form the set {a17 ••• ,ar} of distinct letters 

ofL. 

For each permutation 1r of l, ... ,r let 1r.D denote the diagram obtained from D by 

replacing each ai by a7r-t(i)· Since a 17 ••• ,ar are equivalent letters for each such 1r 

<U,Tab(1r.DIE) = <U,Tab(DIE)>. 

2.5 The absence of nontrivial families of additive invariants in odd degree will be 

deduced from the following elementary lemma. 

We keep the notations of §2.4. 

Lemma: Suppose that d is odd. Suppo,se that a, b are distinct letters of D such that a 

appears in a row of D iff b appears in that row. Then <U,Tab(DIE)> = 0. 

Proof: Since a,b are equivalent letters, if we let D' denote the diagram obtained 

from D by interchanging a and b throughout then <U,Tab(D I E)> = <U,Tab(D' I E)>. 

But 

( ... b ... a ... 11...n) = -( ... a ... b ... 11...n) therefore 

<U,Tab(D' IE)>= (-l)d<U,Tab(DIE)> 0 

2.6 We are now ready to prove that there are no nontrivial families of additive 

·invariants in odd degree. First we compute an example showing that there are non constant 

additive invariants in each even degree. 

Example: Let Dn I En be a pair of Young diagrams in L, P respectively, where each 

diagram has d equal rows with: 

the rows of En = 1.. .n . 
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Let In= (1/n!).<U,Tab(DniEn)>. When dis odd and n~2 we know by lemma2.5 

that In= 0. · 

Suppose that d is even. 

Iff is a form of degree d in one variable x: f = t 1 ... 1( f)xd then 

I1(f) = <U,(all)d>(f) = t1 ... 1(f) so It :f 0. 

We will use the method of 2.3 to show that I 11I 2,I 3, ... is a family of additive 

invariants i.e. that 

Ip+q(f.Lg) = Ip(f).Iq(g) when f, g are forms of degree d in x 11 ... ,xp ; x 11 ... ,xq 

respectively. 

By Akin et al [ABW 1.2] the component of il(a1 ... ap+q) in ExtP(L)®Extq(P) 

is Esgn(a)a0'1 ... aap®aa(p+l)"'aa(p+q) ·where the sum is over all permutations a of 
0' 

l, ... ,p+q such that al< ... <ap and a(p+l)< ... <a(p+q). Such a permutation is called a 

(p,q)--i;huffie of l, ... ,p+q , and there are (p~q) of them. The splittings of D into D ~ , 
D' ' with no common letters are determined by these (p,q)-shuffles a. By the final a 
equation of §2.3 

Ip+q{f.Lg) 

= 1/(p+q)! . < U,Tab(Dp+ql Ep+q) >(fJ.g) 

=(-l)pqd L (sgna)d<U,Tab ~~"~::·~ap ~:::~]>(f). 
a0'1 ... aap l ... p 

. [aa(p+l)".aa(p+q) l. .. ql 

.<U,Tab ~~~~~~;:::~a(p+q) i:::~ >(g) the sum over all 

(p,q)-shuffles 0'. Since d is even and for each a 
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·~aul".aop l...pl 
<U,Tab : · .... : : ... : > = p!Ip, and 

aul".aop l...p 

<u,Tabl~.~~~~~~:::~ .. u(p+q) ~ .. :::~.·]>· -
q!Iq it is clear that 

au(p+l)' .. au(p+q) l...q . 

Ip+q(f.~.g) = Ip(f).Iq(g). 

Now we prove the main result of this chapter. 

2. 7 Proposition: Let F be a field of characteristic zero. When d is odd and 

It,I2,I 3,... is a family of additive invariants of the forms of degree d with coefficients in F 

then all the In are constant. 

We fir~t prove the following lemma. 

2.8 Lemma: If I1,I2,I3, ... is a family of additive invariants of the forms of degree d 

then all the nonzero In have the same weight. 

Proof: Suppose IptO and IqtO. Then there are forms f; g of degree din x 1, ... ,xp and 

X1, ... ,xq respectively with Ip(f)fO and IqtO. For all AEGLp(F) , BEGLq(F) we have 

( detA)gP .( detB)gqip(f).Iq(g) 

= Ip(A.f).Iq(B.g) 

= IP.q(A~f .1. B.g) 

[
A 0 

= Ip+q( 0 B .(f.~.g) ) 

[
A 0 gp+q 

= ( det O B ) Ip+q(f.~.g) 

= (detA)gp+q(detB)gp+q Ip(f).Iq(g), so gp = gp+q = gq D 
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Proof of Prop2. 7: Suppose that Ik has weight g>O and h(f) 1 0. Then for every 

positive integer N INk(fJ.fJ. ... J.f) f 0. By lemma2.8 and §1.16 

INk= ~<U,Tab(Dil E)> where E has grows all equal to 1 2 ... Nk. Suppose that 
1 

Dis one of the Di, with <U,Tab(D I E)>(f.L ... J.f) 1 0. Suppose D = (w 11 ••• ,wg)· Then by an 

induction argument based on §2.3.1, it must be possible for each i=l, ... ,g to write 

Wi = :!:Wil ... wiN with all Wij of length k, and such that the diagrams 

Dt = (w11 , ... , wg1), ... ,DN = (w1N , ... , wgN) have no letters in common. Each of 

the above diagrams Dj has g rows and k columns, and each letter in it is repeated exactly 

d times. Up to renaming the letters, there are only finitely many possibilities for such 

diagrams. Therefore for large N there must be distinct i, j such that Di, Dj are the same 

except for the naming of the letters. But then by Lemma 2.5 

<U,Tab(D I E)> = 0, a contradiction. D 

2.9 Remark: We have not attempted to find all the families of additive invariants in even 

degree. 

) 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

- I . 
In this chapter we study the Lie theory associated with ad-multilinear form 

0: Vd-+ F , where F is an infinite field and V is a finite dimensional vector space over F. 

We briefly review our reference works. 

[SER] gives a rapid account of the Lie algebra of an algebraic matrix group . 

. [BOR] develops the Lie theory of an algebraic group in analogy. with the analytic 

Lie theory. 

[CHE1] is an earlier treatment which deals explicitly with algebraic subgroups of 

some GL(V), where Vis a finite dimensional vector space over the base field. · 

[WAT1] gives a more general theory in functorial language, but does not contain all 

the results we need. 

[CHE2], [BOU] contain proofs of a proposition, which we will apply in Chapter 5, 

concerning the behaviour of the radical of a Lie algebra under change of base field. 

This chapter consists of three parts. We describe the contents of each part. 

Let V be a fixed vector space of finite dimension over the base field F. 

(1) In §1.1 we define algebraic subgroups of GL(V), and their Lie algebras. In §1.3 we 

define for a d-multilinear form 0: Vd-t F, the group G(O)={a~:GL(V) : a.O=O } · of 

isometries of 0 and we show in §1.4 that it is an algebraic subgroup of GL(V). In §1.5 we 

characterise the Lie algebra of e. In §1. 7 we characterise G( 0) and its Lie algebra for 

symmetric e. In §1.6 we show that for r~:GL(V), G(r.O) (resp. its Lie algebra ) is the 

conjugate by r of G( 0) (resp. its Lie algebra). In §1.8 we show that the Lie algebra of a 

direct sum of forms is the direct sum of the Lie algebras of these forms. In the remainder of 

this part we reduce the problem of calculating the isometry group of a form to the case of 

an indecomposable form. We can then deduce that if 
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k 
(V,O) = ED (Vi,Oi) with the (Vi,Oi) indecomposable, then 

i==l 
k 

G( 0) 0 = x G( Oi)o where for an algebraic group G, G0 is the connected 
i=l 

component containing the identity. 

(2) In the second part we calculate the isometry groups and Lie. algebras of the 

hyperbolic forms. In §§2.1-2.4 we calculate the algebraic isometry groups of the 

hyperbolic forms. In §2.6 we calculate the radicals of these algebraic groups, and show that 

·they are 2--step solvable. Here we need to assume characterictic zero. In §§2. 7-2.12 we 

calculate the Lie algebras of the hyperbolic forms. In §2.13, assuming characteristic zero, 

we calculate the radicals of these Lie algebras rederiving 2--step solvability. In §2.2 and 

§2.11 we encounter, in the course of our calculations, the space of (d+l)....:.multilinear forms 

r.p: Vd •t..... F which satisfy 

(a) IP{vt, .. :,vd,vd+t) is symmetric in Vt, ... ,vd 

d+l A 

(b) :E IP(vl, ... ,Vi, ... ,vd+t,vi) = 0. 
i=l 

* · This turns out to be the space LA (V ) where A is the diagram 

go with d rows, and LA is the Schur functor defined by Akin et al [ABW ll§1.3]. 

0 

We defer the proof of this to the third part. 

(3) In the third part we consider Schneider's result [SCHN Prop2) that: 

If 0: Vd+t..... F is, a symmetric (d+l)-multilinear form where d~2 and (d+l)!tO in F; 

o-eG(O) is unipotent with (o--l)r t 0, (o--t)r+l = 0, r~l; then the image of (o- -l)r is a 

subspace of singular points of 0. Our main result Prop3.4 follows easily from Schneider's 

proposition. We give an independent proof, valid only in characteristic zero, which is 

elementary but rather long. Our proof is of interest as it involves the space of forms 

* LA (V ) defined at the end of (2) above. We use the Lie algebra of 0,. rather than G( 0) 

itself. 
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We observe that if M is in the Lie algebra of 0, then the form 

'¢<vt, ... ,vd,vd+t) =. O(vh···,vd,Mvd+t) satisfies conditions (2)(a),(b) above. 

* In . §§3.9-3.17 we prove that the space of these forms is LA (V ) as claimed. By [BOR 

TI(7.3) (1)) or [CHE111§13 Prop1, TI§14 PropS) when in characteristic zero: 

unipotents uEG( 0) correspond 1-1 by M = log(1+(u-1)) , u = exp(M) to 

nilpotents M in the Lie algebra of G( 0). Furthermore 

(u-1)r -j: 0 , (u-1)r+1 = 0 iff Mr -j: 0, Mr+t = 0; and 

(u-1)r has the same image as Mr. 

* We use the Basis Theorem for LA (V ) due to Akin et al [ABW 11§2.16]) to set up our 

proof. Not only do we need (d+1)!-j:O, we also appeal at crucial moments in the proof to the 

fact that a negative rational number cannot equal a positive rational number. We also give 

a characteristic zero proof of Schneider's result that when 0 is nonsingular, G( 0) is finite. 

We use the result [CHE1 TI§14 Prop3) which implies that when M is in the Lie algebra of 0, 

so are the separable and nilpotent components of the additive Jordan decomposition of M. 

By Prop3.4 we know that the nilpotent component is zero. We show in Prop3.6 that the 

separable component of M is also zero. This means that G( 0) has zero Lie algebra. 

Therefore by [BOR I (3.3)Cor] or [CHE1 TI§8Thm5] G( 0) is finite. As a matter of interest, 

in §3.7 we give a short proof that if M is a nilpotent in the Lie algebra of 0 and Mr-J:O, 

Mr+t=O with r odd, then the image of Mr is a subspace of singular points of e. 

1 We describe algebraic subgroups of GL(V) and their Lie algebras. 

Fix the base field F. Let V be a vector space of dimension n over F. First note that 

GL(V) has the structure of an affine algebraic variety over F. If we specify a basis of V 

then MEGL(V) is represented by a matrix ( mij )EA~2 
with det( mij )fO. 
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1.1 Definitions: An algebraic group is an algebraic variety which is also a · 

group, such that the group operations are morphisms of algebraic varieties. An algebraic 

matrix group is an algebraic group which is a closed subgroup of some GLn(F). 

An algebraic subgroup of GL(V) is a subgroup which after a choice of basis for V may be 

identified with an algebraic matrix group. 

An algebraic subgroup of GL(V) has an associated Lie algebra. The Lie algebra of 

GL(V) is denoted J"'(V); as an F-vector space it is End(V), and the Lie bracket is 

[M,N]=MN-NM. 

Let G be an algebraic subgroup of GL(V). We describe the Lie algebra of L(G) of G. 

Let F[ £] denote the F -algebra generated by f with £2=0. Suppose that G is defined by the 

equations p.,\,AfA. Then L(G) consists of all M£End(V) such that 

I+£M in End( VfF[£] ) satisfies all the equations p.,\; and L(G) is a Lie subalgebra of 

?(V): see [SER pLA1.3(v)]. 

We will prove that the direct product of two algebraic groups is an algebraic group, 

with Lie algebra isomorphic to the direct sum of their Lie algebras. In the more general 

theory expounded by Waterhouse [WATl], if G1 and G2 are affine group schemes 

represented by the Hopf-algebras A1 and A2 respectively, then G1xG2 is an affine group 

scheme represented by the Hopf-algebra A1®A2. 

1.2 Proposition: Let G1, G2 be algebraic subgroups of GL(V t), GL(V 2). Then 

G1xG2 .is isomorphic to an algebraic subgroup of GL(V 1eV 2) with 

L(G1xG2) ~ L(Gt)eL(G2)· 

Proof: · Under the correspondence (gt,g2) £ G1xG2 -+-+ ~~~ ~J f GL(V 1eV 2) with 

gi£Gi i=1,2; we see that G1xG2 is an algebraic matrix group. Given Min End(V 1eV 2) we 
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Next we define, for ad-multilinear form 0, the group G( 0). We show that it is an 

algebraic subgroup of GL(V) and characterise its Lie algebra L( 0). 

1.3 Let V be a vector space of finite dimension over the ground field F. Let 0: Vd-+ F 

bead-multilinear form. cTEGL(V) acts as usual on the left on the space of such forms 0 by 

CT.O(vh···,vd) = 0( CT-1vh···,CT-1vd)· 

We define G( 0) = { CTcGL(V) : CT. 0 = 0 }, the stabilizer of 0, and call it the group of 

isometrics of 0. 

· 1.4 Proposition: G( 0) is an algebraic subgroup of GL(V). 

Proof: Let w11 ••• ,wn be a basis of V. CTcGL(V) is represented w.r.t this basis by a 

matrix (CTij) and 0'.0=0 iff for all Vt, ... ,vd in V: · 

O(q-1vh···,CT-1vd) = O(vt, ... ,vd)· For each vh ... ,vn this condition is that a 

polynomial in the CTij and (detCT)-1 must be zero. o 

1.5 Proposition: The Lie subalgebra L( 0) of J"(V) consists of all McEnd(V) 

such that 

d 
~ O(vt, ... ,vi_1,Mvi,Vi+1, ... ,vd) = 0 for all Vt, ... ,vd in V. 

i=l 

Proof: First note: with c2=0 and McEnd(V) the inverse of I+cM in GL( V®F[c] ) 

is I-cM. Let Oc: (VfF[c])d-+ F[c], be the extension of 0. Since VfF[c] is spanned by V 

over F[c], McL(O) means that: for all Vt, ... ,Vd in V 

0 ( (I-cM)v 17 ••• ,(1-cM)vd ) = O(v 17 ... ,vd)· The result follows easily from c2=0 and c 

the multilinearity of 0. 0 

We show that the algebraic isometry groups and Lie algebras of equivalent forms 

are conjugate. 

1.6 Proposition: Let rcGL(V). Then 

· (i). G(r.O) = r.G(O),r-1 

(ii) L(r.O) = r.L(O).r-1 
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Proof: 

Now 

r.O(u-1v 11 ... ,u-1vd) = 0[ (r-tu-1r)r-1v 11 ••• ,(r-1u-1r)r-1vd] and the r-1vi run through V 

as the vi do. Therefore 

utG( r. 0) iff ( r-1u-1r) -1 = r-1ur E G( 0) iff u E r.G( 0): r-1. 

The proof of (ii) is similar. 0 

We characterise the algebraic isometry group and Lie algebra of a symmetric d-multilinear 

form. 

1. 7 Proposition: Let 0: Vd-+ F be a symmetric d-multilinear form. Suppose 

that d!:fO in F. 

(i) u E G( 0) iff 0( uv, ... ,uv) = O(v, ... ,v) for all vEV. 

(ii) ME L(O) iff O(Mv,v, ... ,v) = 0 for all vEV. 

Proof:- (i) The form u-1. 0- 0 is symmetric and d-multilinear with 

(u-1.0- O)(v, ... ,v) = O(uv,.~.,uv)- O(v, ... ,v) = {) for all vEV. Therefore by 1§21(i) 

we have u-1 in V 0 

(ii) By (i) M E L( 0) iff 0[ (I-tM)v, ... ,(I-tM)v ] = O(v, ... ,v) for all vEV. By the 

multilinearity of 0 and since t2=0, this condition is equivalent to 

d 
}; O(v, ... ,Mv, ... ,v) = 0 for all vtV, where Mv is in the i-th place. 

i=l 

The result follows by symmetry of 0. 0 

Our next result is that the Lie algebra of a direct sum of nondegenerate symmetric 

spaces of degree d~3 is the direct sum of their Lie algebras. 

1.8 Proposition: Let (V,O) be a nondegenerate symmetric space of degree d~3 . 

r r 
over a field F with d!:fO in F. Suppose that (V,O) = .m (Vi,Oi)· Then L( 0) = .m L( Oi)· 

1=1 1=1 
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Proof: Let r=2. We write endomorphisms of V 1mV 2 as matri<;:es 

where each Mij: Vj-+ Vi is a linear map. By §1. 7(ii) such an 

endomorphism is in L( 0) iff 

01m02( [::: :::J [:~) , [::) , ... , [::) ) = 0 for all v1 in V h and all v2 in V 2· By 

definition of the direct sum of 01 and 82 (1§17) and their multilinearity, this means that 

Ol(MuVlJVt, ... ,vl) + 02(M22V2,v2, ... ,v2) + 01(M12v2,v1,···,v1) + 02(M21V1JV2, ... ,v2) = 0 

for all v1 in V 1, and all v2 in V 2· Since d~3 each of these four terms has a different content 

in V1,V2 , so by 1§20 each term is identically zero. The vanishing of the first 2 terms means 

that M 11 and M22 are in the Lie algebras of 81, 02 respectively. Since 0 is nondegenerate so 

are 01 and 02. The vanishing of the 3rd term, an application of 1§21{i) and the 

nondegeneracy of 01 yields M 12=0. Similarly M21=0. The rest of the proof is a simple 

induction argument. o 

1.9 Suppose that (V,O) is a nondegenerate symmetric space of degree d~3 over a field F 

in which d!:fO. We wm reduce- the calculation of G( 0) to the indecomposable case. Harrison 

[HAR1 p129] made the 

Definition: A subspace of Vis called a summand of (V,O) if V = WmW.l.. Harrison 

proved [HAR1 penultimate sentance in the proof of Prop 2.3] that when (V, 0) is 

nondegenerate: 

V = W 1.l. ... .l. Ws where the Wi are nonzero indecomposable summands of (V,O); 

and that any nonzero indecomposable summand of (V, 0) is one of these W i· 

We note the simple 

Lemma 1: Let u£G( 0) and let W be a nonzero indecomposable summand of (V,O). Then 

uW is a nonzero indecomposable summand of (V,O). 0 
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In the above orthogonal sum 

V = W1 J. ••• J. W8 , we group together the summands (Wi,O) which are in the same 

isomorphism class: 

V = U 1 J. ••• J. Ut , where t is the number of distinct isomorphism classes of the 

(Wi,O), and Uj is the orthogonal sum of all the (Wi,O) in the j-th isomorphism class. If 

u!G(O) then by Lemma 1 uWi is one of the Wj and of course (uWi,O) ~ (Wi,O). We 

have proved 

Lemma2: G(V,O) is the direct product of the above G(Ui,O) for l~i~t.o 

We have reduced to the case V = W1 J.. •• J. Wr where the Wi are the nonzero 

indecomposable summands of V, and all the (Wi,O) are isomorphic, say to (W,¢). In this 

case we have 

Lemma3: G(V,O) ~ Gr M [G(W,¢)]r a semi-direct product of the group Gr of 

permutations of l, ... r ; with the direct product of r copies of G(W,¢). The group operation 

is: 

(7!ju11 ••• ,ur).(p;rh···,rr) = (1rop; up1or1 , ... , uprorr). 

Proof: For each i=l, ... ,r fix an isomorphism Ti: (W,¢)-+ (Wi,O). Let u!G(V,O). By 

Lemma 1 and [HAR1 penultimate sentence of Prop2.3] there is a permutation 1r of l, ... ,r 

with uWi = W m. For each i let ui = ( r m) -1. u. ri , so that the following diagrams of 

isomorphisms of symmetric spaces commute: 

u (W1ri'O) 

l r . 
1rl 

Ui ( W,¢) 

Consider the composite u.u' of u, u' in G(V,O), where 

u is defined by (1r; O"lJ···,ur), and 

u' is defined by ( 1r'; u1' , ... ,ur' ). 
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Then the following diagrams of isomorphisms of symmetric spaces commute 

w.Lw . ...!!..-.w ( .. ) 

l ~. l ; : . l ; 7r( : • ) 
1 7rl 7r7rl 

W ---.-. W ~ W hence the result. 
0" i 0" 7Ti 0 

Suppose that the nondegeneiate symmetric space (V,O) has: 

V = WtJ.. ... J..Ws where the Wi are the nonzero, indecomposable summands of (V,O). 

By the above lemmas; since a finite product of irreducible affine varieties is an irreducible 

affine variety [SHA p24 Thm3]; and by the characterisation of the connected component of 

an algebraic group containing the identity as the unique irreducible algebraic subgroup of 

finite index, [WATl 5.2] or [BOR (1.2)], we have: 

Proposition: The connected component of G{V,O) containing the identity is equal 

to the direct product of the connected components of the G{Wi,O) containing the identity.o 

Since the Lie algebra of an algebraic group is equal to the Lie algebra of its 

connected component containing the identity, [BOR (3.3)Cor], we have another proof of 

Propl.8. 

2 In the second part we calculate the algebraic isometry groups and Lie algebras of 

the hyperbolic forms. We will apply our knowledge of these Lie algebras in Chapter 5 when 

we study hyperbolicity in a change of base field. An interesting feature of these calculations 

is the appearance of the space of multilinear forms cp: Vd +4 F with A. = so -shaped 

0 

* symmetry. This is the space L.x_ (V ) of Akin et al [ABW 11§1.3]. 

First we calculate G( '1/J) for the hyperbolic forms. '1/J. 
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2.1 Let d~2 be an integer. We suppose that (d+l)!:fO in F. Let V be a finite dimensional 

vector space over F. In 2§1.10 we defined the symmetric (d+l)-multilinear hyperbolic 

form 

1/J: [ Ve( sd(V) ) )d+t-+ F. 

We will write endomorphisms of V e( sd(V) ) as matrices 

[~ ~~ of linear maps where A, D are endomorphisms of V, sd(V) respectively; 

and B: sd(V)-+ V, C: V-+ sd(V) are linear maps. Let 

u = [~ ~~be in G(¢). We will show that: 

(1) B = 0 which implies that AEGL(V). 

(2) DO= A.O. 

(3) Identifying a linear map C: V-+ sd(V) with a (d+l)-multilinear form 

form 

(a) 

(b) 

Now 

r: Vd+1-+ F by C(v d+i)(v., ... ,vd) = r(vt,···,Vd,V d+1) the constraint on cis that the 

cp: V d + 1 -+ F defined by 

cp(v., ... ,v d+~) = r(vt, ... ,vd,A -tv d+t) = C(A -tv d+1)(v., ... ,vd) must satisfy 

cp(v., ... ,vd,Vd+t) is symmetric in v., ... ,Vd 

d+l A 

~ cp(vl, ... ,Vi, ... ,v d+t,vi) = 0. 
i=l 

Let u = [ ~ :J be in G( 1/J). Then u leaves the singular locus of .p over F invariant. 

sd(V) is the singular locus of 1/J over F. Therefore B=O. Since B=O, A is invertible. 

This proves ( 1). 
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We have for all vfV and all {]fed(V) 

¢( (8), ... ,(8)) = ¢( ·(~ g) (8), ... , (~ g) (8)) 
i.e (d+1)0(v, ... ,v) = (d+1)(Cv)(Av, ... ,Av) + (d+1)(DO)(Av, .. :,Av). Since (d+1)!10 we 

have, by 1§20 that for all v and all 0: 

(i) Collecting terms of degree 1 in 0, degree din v 

(DO)(Av, ... ,Av) = O(v, ... ,v) 

<=> (DO)(v, ... ,v) = O(A -tv, ... ,A -tv), which proves (2). 

(ii) Collecting terms of degree d+1 in v, degree 0 in 0, 

(Cv)(Av, ... ,Av) = 0. 

2.2 We multilinearise the identity (ii) by the method of 1§10. Let ). 11 ... ,).d+t be 

indeterminants and consider 

d+1 d+1 
C( E ). v )( ... ,A( }; AiVi) , ... ) 

i=1 i=1 

= }; \l!1 ... ).a(d+1)C(v a 1)( Av a2 , ... , Av a(d+1) ). We compute the coefficient of 
a . 

(1/d!)).l ... Ad+l' assisted by the symmetry of the C(vi) to get 

d+1 . 
}; . C(vi)(Av~, ... ,Avi, ... ,Avd+t) = 0 for all v~, ... ,vd+t or 

i=1 . 
d+1 • 

}; C(A -1vi)(v., ... ,vi, ... ,v d+t) = 0 for all v 11 ... ,v d+t· We identify a linear map 
i=l . 

C: V-+ ed(V) with a (d+l)-multilinear form 

r: Vd+4 F by r(v1, ... ,v d+t) = C(v d+1)(v1; ... ,vd)· Then we have: 

r(v., ... ,Vd1V d+l) is SymmetriC in V1, ... ,Vd , and 

d+l 
}; r(v., ... ,Vi, ... ,v d+1,A -1vi) = 0. 

i=1 

Therefore an element ( ~ g) of G( ¢) can be identified with a pair (A,rp) where 

A€GL(V) and 
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cp(v., ... ,v d+t) = r(v., ... ,vd,A -tv d+a = C(A -tv d+ 1)(v., ... ,vd) is such that: 

(a) cp(v., ... ,vd,vd+t) is symmetric fn v11 ••• ,vd+l . 

d+l 
(b) E cp{vt, ... ,~i,···,vd+l,vi) = 0 . We have now shown (3). 

i=l 
* We will prove later in Prop3.12 of part 3 that this is the space LA(V ) where A is 

the Young diagram so and LA is the corresponding Schur functor defined by Akin et al 

0 

[ABW 11§1.3]. 

From (A, cp) we recover ( ~ g) by 

(DO)(vh···,vd) = O(A -tvh ... ,A -tv d) 

(Cv d+1)(vh···,vd) = cp(v., ... ,vd,Av d+1). 

* 2.3 Now that we have identified G( '1/J), as a set, with GL(V) x LA (V ) we can interpret 

matrix multiplication as a multiplication in this set. 

where 

To multiply (Ahcp1).(A2,C;:?2) we calculate t_he product of the corresponding matrices 

( ~! g
1
) ( ~~ g2) =. ( ~!i~+D 1c2 D ~n 2) which corresponds, say, to (A 1A2,cp) 

cp{vt, ... ,vd, A1A2v d+l) 

= (C1A2 + DtC2)(vd+1) (vt, ... ,vd) 

= Ct(A2vd+1)(vt, ... ,vd) + Dt(C2vd+1)(v., ... ,vd) 

= C;:?t(v., ... ,vd,AtA2v d+t) + C2(v d+1)(At-tv., ... ,At-1vd) 

= C;:?t(Vh···,vd,AtA2v d+l) + C;:?2(At-tv., ... ,At-1Vd,A 1-1AtA2vd) and therefore 

cp = C;:?t + At.(;:?2· We have proved: 
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2.4 Proposition: Let '1/J: [ V m( ed(V) ))d+t -+ F be the hyperbolic symmetric 

(d+l)-multilinear form defined in 2§1.10. With A = BD we will see( Prop3.2 below) that 

D 

* LA(V ) is the space of (d+l)-multilinear forms cp: Vd+t-+ F such that: 

(a) cp(vh ... ,vd,v d+t) is symmetric in vh ... ,Vdi 

d+l ~ 
_(b) }; cp(v~, ... ,vi, ... ,vd+t,vi) = 0. Then the algebraic group G('I/J) is isomorphic to a 

i=l 

semidirectproduct GL(V)D4LA(v*). (A,cp) correspondsto [A 
0

] where 
CD · 

DO= A.O, 

C(v d+ 1)(v~, ... ,vd) = cp(v~, ... ,vd,Av d+ 1). The group law is: 

(A~,cpt).(A2,cp2) = (AtA2,1fJt+At.lfJ2) 

D 

Next we will show that these algebraic groups G( '1/J) are connected. Then we will 

compute their radicals and show that they are 2-step solvable. 

2.5 Since a product of irreducible varieties is irreducible, it follows that G( '1/J) is 

connected. We can also deduce this as follows: 

Let G be an algebraic group. Suppose that G = G 1D4G2 is a semi direct product of 

connected algebraic groups Gt, G2. Then G is connected. 

Proof: Let (g 11g2)EG and let e 11 e2 be the identity elements of G 11 G2 respectively. 

Since G 1 is connected, (g 11g2) is in the same connected component of GtD4G2 as (e1,g2), and 

since G2 is connected (e~,g 2) is in the same connected component of G1D4G2 as (e~,e2). The 

·connected components of an algebraic group are disjoint [BOR (1.2)].o 

2 * GL(V) is connected since it is open in An , and LA (V ) is connected since it is 

. an AN. Therefore from the above proposition we conclude that G( '1/J) is connected. 
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2.6 We keep the notations of Prop2.4. 

Proposition: Suppose that the ground field F has characteristic zero. Then the 

* * radical of G( '1/J) is F w LA (V ), which is 2-step solvable. 

* * Proof: First we show that the radical R of GL(V) is F . Clearly R contains F . 

/(V~ 
d(V) t(R) 

L \ I 
-+ /F 

{0} 

d(V) is simple (JAC p137 Thm6], so d(V)nL(R)={O}. Since F has characteristic zero, 

* J"'(V) = F e d(V). Therefore for dimension reasons L(R) = F = L(F ). By [CHEl 

* * IT§12Corl] R=F . Now let R denote the radical of GL(V) w LA (V ). Let 

* 1r. GL(V) w LA (V ) -+ GL(V) be the projec~ion. 1r is an epimorphism of algebraic 

groups, therefore it maps a connected normal solvable subgroup onto a connected normal 

solvable subgroup. The closure of a normal solvable subgroup is a closed normal solvable 

subgroup [WATl 4.3]. Since the closure of an irreducible subspace is irreducible, it follows 

* that the closure of 7r(R) is contained in F , the radical of GL(V). Therefore R is contained 

* * * * in F w LA (V ). By §2.5 F wL A (V ) is connected ; and it is clearly a closed subgroup of · 

* * * * GL(V)wL A (V ). Since F is normal in GL(V) it is clear that F wL A (V ) is normal in 

* * * * GL(V)wLA(V ). The first derived subgroup ofF wLA(V ) is contained in {l}xLA(V ). 

Since 

D 

We will now calculate the Lie algebras of the hyperbolic forms. Then we will 

calculate the radicals of these Lie algebras. We will apply these results later when we study 

hyperbolicity under a change of base field. 
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2. 7 Definition/Notation: 

We keep the notations of 2.1 and make the following definition. Let r~l be an integer, let 

f: Vr ..... F be a polynomial map, let AEEnd(V), and let (vt, ... ,vr)EVr. Then we define 

the directional derivative off at (v., ... ,vr) in the direction (Av., ... ,Avr) to be the coefficient 

of E, where f2=0, in 

2.7.1 

f(vt+EAvt, ... ,vr+EAvr)-f(vt, ... ,vr)· We denotethis polynomial map by 

dAf:Vr-tF. 

Remark: Suppose that f:Vr ..... F is r-multilinear. Then 

r 
d A f(v., ... ,vr) = ~ f(vt, ... ,v i-l,Avi,V i+1, ••• ,vr). 
. i=l 

2.8 Proposition: The conditions for [ ~ ~ ] f End( Ve( ed(V)) ) to be in the 

Lie algebra of '1/J are: 

(1) B = 0. 

(2) DO= -dAO 

(3) The (d+1)-multilineai form cp:Vd+t ..... F defined by 

cp(vt, ... ,vd,vd+t) = C(vd+1)(vt, ... ,vd) must satisfy: 

(a) cp is symmetric in Vt, ... ,vd; 

d+l A 

(b) ~ cp( Vt, ... ,vi, ... ,v d •1,vi) = 0 
i=l 

* i.e. cpEL,x(V ) (see Prop3.12 below). 

* So as an F-vector space we can identify the Lie algebra of¢ with End(V)eL ,\ (V )~ 

The Lie bracket is 

[ (At,cp1),(A2,'P2)]...:.. ( [A1,A2], dA
2
'Pt- dA

1
'P2) 

Proof: Suppose that M = ( ~ ~) is .in the Lie algebra of G( ¢). This means that 

I+ EM is in the algebraic matrix group of the extension of 7/J to VfF[E] , so that by 2.1 

B=O. We have proved (1). 
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We will again identify linear maps 

C: v~ ed(V) with (d+1)-multilinear forms 

cp: Vd+l ~ F by cp(vt, ... ,vd,vd+i) = C(vd+1)(vt, ... ,vd)· By Propl.7 for (~ ~) to be 

in the Lie algebra of 1/J means that for all v, 0: 

o = 1/J[ (~ g) (8), (o) , .. ,, (8) 1 
= dO(Av,v, ... ,v) + bU(v, ... ,v) + C(v)(v, ... ,v). By 1§20 we have 

(i) DO(v, ... ,v) = -dO(Av,v, ... ,v) (terms of degree din v, 1 in 0) 

(ii) - C(v)(v, ... ,v) = 0 (terms of degree d+1 in v, 0 in 0) 
d 

2.9 We polarise (i) by the method of 1§10: substitute ~ AiVi for v, where the Ai are 
i=1 

indeterminate, and find the coefficient of (1/d!)>. 1 .•• >.d. Since DO is symmetric we get 

DO(vt, ... ,vd) 

= (1/d!)( -d ~ O(Av 01 ,v 0"2, ... ,v ad) (summing over all permutations of 1, ... ,d) 
0" 

d A 

= (d/d!)(d-1)! ~ O(Avi,v1, .•. ,vi, ... ,vd) because Ois symmetric 
i=1 

= -d A O(v~, ... ,vd) by 2.8.1 and symmetry of 0. This proves (2). 

· 2.10 We polarise (ii) in the same way: We let At, ... ,>.d+t be indeterminate and compute 

. the coefficient of >. 1 ••• >.d+t in C( ~AiVi )( ... ,~AiVi, ... ) which is 

~C(v a1)( v 0"2, ... ,v a(d+1) ) summing over all permutations a of 1, ... ,d+1 
0" . . . 
• d+1 A 

= d! ~ C(vi)(vt, ... ,ViJ ... ,v d+i) since each C(vi) is symmetric. It follows that the 
i=1 

( d + 1 )-multilinear form 

cp: Vd+1 ~ F corresponding to Cas in (3) must satisfy: 

(a) cp{vt, ... ,vd,vd+t) is symmetric in Vt, ... ,vd 

d+1 A 

(b) ~ cp(vt, ... ,Vi, ... ,v d+1,vi) = 0 
i=1 - * 

i.e. cp E L >. (V ) (see Prop3.i2). 

* So as an F-vector space we can identify the Lie algebra of 1/J with End(V)eL>.(V ). 
() 
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2.11 ·We must still compute the Lie bracket. Suppose that ( ~! D ~) i=1,2 are in the 

Lie algebra of '1/J. Now 

(Al 0 ) (A2 0 ) - ( A 1 A2 0 ) and. if cp is the (d+l)-multilinear form 
C1 D1 C2 D2 - C1A2+D1C2 D1D2 

corresponding to C1A2+D 1C2 

cp(vb ... ,vd,vd+l) = (C1A2+D1C2)(vd+l) (v1, ... ,vd). Let cpt, cp2 similarly correspond to 

C11C2. Then 

(C1A2+D1C2)(vd+1) (vt, ... ,vd) 

= C1(A2vd+1) (vt, ... ,vd) + D1( C2(vd+l) )(v~, ... ,vd) 

(, d A 

= cpl(vt, ... ,vd,A2vd+l)- ~ C2(vd+1)(A1vi,v1, ... ,vi, ... ,vd) 
i=l 
d A 

= cp1(v~, ... ,vd,A2v d+i)- ~ cp2(Alvi,Vt, ... ,vi, ... ,vd,v d+1). 

i=l 

We can now calculate the Lie bracket: 

[ (Ahcp1),(A2,cp2) ) 

= ( [A 11A2),cp) where 

cp( Vt, ... ,v d+1) 

d A 

= cpl(vt, ... ,vd,A2vd+l)- ~ cp2(Alvi,Vt, ... ,Vi ... ,Vd,Vd+l) 
i=l 
d A 

- IP2(vt, ... ,vd,Alv d+l) + ~ cpl(A2vi,Vt, ... ,vi, ... ,vd,v d+ 1) 
i=l .. . 

= d A
2
( cp1)- dA

1
( cp2). This completes the proof of Prop2.8. 0 

2.12 Let L denote the Lie algebra of G( '1/J). Assuming that the ground field has 

characteristic zero, we compute the radical of L. The projection L -+ f" (V) is an 

epimorphism of Lie algebras, and a solvable ideal is mapped onto a solvable ideal by a Lie 

algebra epimorphism. The argument at the beginning of the proof of Prop2.6 shows that 

the radical of .f"(V) is F. Therefore the radical of Lis contained in the ideal 

* * M =Fe LA(V ). Now [M,M) ~ {O}eLA(V ) which is abelian. We have proved: 

Proposition: Let the ground field F have characteristic zero. Then the radical of , 

* the Lie algebra of '1/J is FeL A (V ) and is 2-step solvable. 
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3 In the third and last part of this chapter, we assume characteristic.zero and prove a 

proposition which is implied by a result of Schneider [SCHN Prop2]. Working in 

characteristic zero enables us to use Lie algebra methods and, we believe, simplify 

Schneider's proof. 

Schneider's Prop2 is equivalent to the following: Let 

(a) 0: Vd+1 :-+ F be a symmetric.(d+l)-multilinear form, 

(b) MEEnd(V) be a nilpotent element of the Lie algebra of 0 such that for some integer 

r~l, Mr :/: 0, Mr+1 = 0. 

Then the image of Mr consists entirely of singular points of e. 

The main steps in our proof are 

(1) The form ¢(v~, ... ,vd,Vct+t) = O(v~, ... ,vct,Mvd+t) satisfies 2.2(a),(b) above. 

(2) We prove as promised in §2.2 that the space of (d+l)-multilinear forms satisfying 

2.2(a),(b) is the space L >. (V *),where >. = 8° with d rows. 

0 

* (3) We note the Basis Theorem for L >. (V ) due to Akin et al [ABW ll.2.16]. We choose 

an ordered basis for V w.r.t. which the matrix representing M is in Jordan canonical form. 

* We use the dual of this basis to define a standard basis of L >. (V ). 

(4) By symmetry of 0: ¢(vh···,vd_1,Mvct,vd+t) = ¢(v~, ... ,Mvd_1,vct) and we have 

relations between the coefficients in the expression of '1/J as a linear combination of the 

standard basis forms. 

(5) We deduce from these relations that certain coefficients are zero, whence the result. 

We state Schneider's Prop 2. 
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3.1 Let (V,O) be a symmetric space of degree (d+1)~3 over a field Fin which (d+1)! 'f 0 

then: 

[SCHN Prop2] Let u 'f 1 be a unipotent element of G(O), such that (u-1)r 'f 0, 

(u-1)r+t = 0. Then (.u-1)rV is contained in the singular locus of 0. 

In §§3.2,3.3 we deduce our main result Prop3.4 from Schneider's Prop2. 

3.2 Suppose that the ground field F has characteristic zero .. Let G be an algebraic group 

defined over F with Lie algebra L(G). Then by [CHE1 §13Thm10,§14Prop5]: 

(i) If u£G is unipotent with ( u- 1 )r 'f 0 , ( u- 1 )r+t = 0 ; then 

M = logu = log(1+(u -1)] =. ~ (-1)k-1 (uk-1)k is in L(G) and 
k=1 

Mr f 0 , Mr+1 = 0 . 

(ii) If Mf~(G) is nilpotent with Mr 'f 0, Mr+1=0 ; then 

r 1 
u = expM = }'; 'I:T Mk is in G and ( u -1)r 'f 0 , ( u -l)r+t = 0. 

k=O K: 

3.3 In 3;2 above, suppose that G = G( 0) , where (V,O) is a symmetric space of degree 

(d+l) over a field F of characteristic zero. Let M£L(O) be nilpotent with 

Mr 'f 0, Mr+t = 0 , r~l. By 3.2(ii), 3.1 and 1§21 we have 

for all Vt, ... ,vd+t: O(vt,Mrv2, ... ,Mrvd+t) = 0. Consider O(Mr 1vt, ... ,Mrd+tvd+t) where 

the ri are nonnegative integers with sum ~rd, and we set MO=I. By symmetry we may 

assume that r 1 is the least of the r(s. If r 1~1 we can write 

r· O( ... ,M 1Vi, ... ) 

. - dt10(Mrt-1 Mr2 Mii+l . Mrd+t ) R t" th. d . 
- -tJ Vt, v2, ... , v1, ... , vd+t. epea mg IS process, an smce 

i=2 
Mr+i = 0, we end up with an integer multiple of O(vt,Mrv2, ... ,Mrv d+t) which is zero. 

So Schneider's Prop2 implies 
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3.4 Proposition: Let d be an integer ~2. Let V be a vector space of finite 

dimension n over a field F of characteristic zero. Let (V,O) be a symmetric space of degree 

d+l over F. Suppose that M is a nonzero nilpotent element of the Lie algebra of 0 with 

{O}=Mr+ty c MrV c ... c MV c MOV = V. 

r· · Let rt, ... ,rd+l be nonnegative integers with sum ~ rd. Then if Vi EM 1V for i=l, ... ,d+l we 

have O(vt, ... ,v d+l) = 0. 

We will give a proof of this proposition, independent of Schneider's Prop2. 

First we continue our discussion. 

We state the result on additive Jordan decomposition in a Lie algebra. Then we 

prove that if 0 is nonsingular, the Lie algebra of 0 contains no separable elements. 

3.5 Let L be the Lie algebra of an algebraic subgroup of GL(V). Let MEL and let 

M = Ms + Mn be the additive Jordan decomposition of M with Ms separable and 

Mn nilpotent. Then by [BOR (4.4)) or [CHEl ll§14Prop3) Ms and Mn are in L. 

Therefore to prove that L = {0}, we can proceed in 2 steps 

(i) show that there are no nonzero separable elements in L 

(ii) show that there are no nonzero nilpotents in L. 

3.6 Proposition: Let F be a field of characteristic zero. Suppose that 0: Vd +1 -+ 

F is a nonsingular symmetric (d+l)-multilinear form with d~2. Let M be a separable 

element of the Lie algebra of 0. Then M=O. 

Proof: Let B be a basis of V consisting of eigenvectors of M. For bEB let ,.\(b) 

denote the eigenvalue of b. Suppose that for some b1EB ,.\(b1):f0. Since 0 is nonsingular 

there is some b2EB with 

O(bt, ... ,b 11b2) :f 0. Since M is in the Lie algebra of 0 

dO(Mb 11b 11 ... ,b 11b2) + O(b 11 ... ,b 11Mb2) = 0 i.e. 

{ d,.\(b1) + ,.\(b2) }O(b 11 ... ,b 11b2) = 0 and it follows that 

,.\(b2) = ( -d),.\(b1). Similarly we find b3EB with 
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>.(ba) = (-d)>.(b2)=(-d)2>.(bt), and for each k=1,2,3, ... there is a bk in B with 

>.(bk) = (-d)k·t>.(b 1); which is absurd as we are in characteristic zero with d~2. 

3.7 . As a matter of interest we note the following: Suppose that dis. an integer ~3 and 

0: Vd-+ F is symmetric and d-multilinear. Let M be a nilpotent in the Lie algebra of 0, 

with Mr:fO, Mr+bO where r is odd. Then there is a short proof that all the points of MrV 

are singular: 

Since M is in the Lie algebra of 0 

O(Myt,y2,···,Yd)+O(yt,MY2,Ya, ... ,yd)+ ... +O(yt, ... ,yd-t,MYd) = 0 

for all Yh···,Yd in V. Taking Yi = Mrzi for i=2, ... ,d-1 we have 

O(My t,Mrz2, ... ,Mrzd _1,y d) = -O(y ~,Mrz2, ... ,Mrzd _1,My d) 

for all yt,z2, ... ,zd_1,yd in V. Therefore 

O(Mrxt,Mrx2, ... ,Mrxd .1,xd) 

= -O(Mr-1xt,Mrx2, ... ,Mrxd-t,Mxd) 

= (-l)rO(x~,Mrx2, ... ,Mrxd) 

= -O(xt,Mrx2, ... ,Mrxd) since r is odd. Put x1=Xd· Then by symmetry of 0 

0 = 20(Mrxd,Mrx2, ... ,Mrxd-t,xd) 

= 20(Mrx2, ... ,Mrxd,Xd) 

0 

3.8 Let (V,O) be a symmetric space of degree d+l, with d~2 .. Let M be any element of 

the Lie algebra of 0. Then the form '1/J: Vd+t-+ F defined by 

'1/J(vt, ... ,vd,vd+t) = O(v1J ... ,vd,Mvd+t) satisfies: 

(a) '1/J(vt, ... ,vd,vd+t) is symmetric in v~, ... ,vd 

d+l . A ' 

(b) ~ '1/J(v~, ... ,vi, ... ,vd+t,vi) = 0. 
i=l 
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In §§3.9 through 3.17 we will analyse the space of (d+1)-multilinear forms cp: Vd+l ..... F. 

satisfying (a),(b). Then we will be equipped to prove Prop3.4. Our intention is to identify 

* the above space of forms with the space LA (V ) defined by Akin et al [ABW II§1.3], 

where A is the diagram so with d rows . 

. 
0 

In the next section we set up some of the symbolic method language in order to describe 

the space of all (d+1)-multilinear forms ¢>: Vd+l-1 F. 

3.9 Let d be an integer ~2. Let the base field F have characteristic zero, and let V be a 

* vector space of dimension n over F. Fix a basis a~, ... ,an of V . 

The F-:-vector space of (d+1)-multilinear forms ¢>: Vd+l-1 F 

~ ( y®(d+1) )* ~ ( v* )®(d+1) = ( S1( v*) )®(d+1), and 

* ®(d+1) * * . S( V ) ~ S( (V )d+l) ~ S( ( Vd+l) ). Since F has characteristic zero we 

* . . can identify S( (Vd+l) ) with the F-algebra F(Vd+t] of all polynomial maps f: Vd+t-1 F. 

We will use the symbolic method of Grosshans et al [GRS], which in this case 

amounts to the letter-place algebra (see Doubilet et al [DKR] or Doubilet et al [DRS] ), to 

describe such f. We identify V with S1(V) , and let L = L- be a set of negatively signed 

·letters each belonging to one of the d+1 factors V=S 1(V) of Vd+t. Let 

.P=P-= {1, ... ,n} be the set of places all negatively signed. Then Super[LIP] = Sym[LIP] 

, since L=L- and P=P-. The umbrallinear functional U has 

<U, (alj)>(vlJ ... ,vd) = llj(vi) when a belongs to the i-th factor of Vd+t. 

Let a 11 ••• ,ad+l be letters of L such that for i=1, ... ,n ai belongs to the i-th factor of 

yd+t. 

Let Lo = {a~, ... ,ad+1}. Then restricting the umbral linear functional, we have an 

isomorphism 

U: Sym[Lo I P] -1 F[ Vd+t ]. 
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Let Gd+l be the group of permutations of l, ... ,d+l. In the next section, §3.10, we 

define a Gd+Caction on Sym(Lo I P] such that with the usual Gd+caction on F( Vd+t·], the 

above isomorphism is a Gd-isomorphism. In §3.11 we use the Standard Basis Theorem for 

Sym(Lol P] to express a multilinear ¢ f F(Vd+l] in terms of a standard basis. In §3.12 we 

formulate the conditions §3.8(a),(b) in terms of the Gd+Caction. 

3.10 Recall the representation r : Gd+l-+ GL( Vd+t ) of 1§1 and let Gd+l act on the left 

on the F-algebra F( Vd+l] of polynomial maps f: Vd+l-+ F by 

1r.f = _ for(n)-1 = for(1r~l) for 'll"fGd+l and fEF(Vd+t]. Then 

( 7r.f)( ... ,.Vi, ... ) = f( ... , v 7Ti , ••• ). 

Gd+l acts as F-algebra automorphisms on the left on Sym(Lo I P] by 

7r.(ailj) = ( amlj ). We have 

<U, { 1r.( (a. Ut)r 1 ..• (a. Uklk]} > (v~, ... ,vd+l) It Ik 

- <U, {(a · Ut)r 1 
..• (a · Uklk} > (vt, ... ,vd+t) 7rlt 7rlk 

- [a.(v . )]rl ... [a. (v . )]rk 
Jl 7rlt Jk 7rlk 

<U,·[ (a. Ut)rt ... (ai. Uklk] >or(7r)-1(.vt, ... ,vd+1) It k . 

- { 7r.<U,(a. Utl1 ... (a. Uklk >} (vt, ... ,vd+l). . It Ik 

Therefore with the above Gd+Cactions, the umbral linear functional provides a 
d+l 

Gd+cisomorphism Sym[Lol P] ~ F[ V ]. 

3.11 Order 1 0 by a1< ... <ad+l and P by l< ... <n. By the Standard Basis Theorem, 

under our identification Sym[Lo I P] = F[ Vd+t], a (d+l)-multilinear form ¢: Vd+l-+ F is 

identified with an element of Sym[Lo I P] of the form 

~ CijTab(Dil Ej) where 

(i) Dil Ej is a pair of standard Young tableaux of the same shape with entries in Lo, P 

respectively; 

(ii) each Di has d+l entries and each letter of 1 0 appears exactly once in Di. 
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3.12 We formulate 3.8(a),(b) in terms of the Gd+Caction. Let Gd denote the subgroup of 

Gd+t consisting of all 1r with 7r(d+l)=d+l. For l~i~d let 

si,d+l E Gd+t be the swop ofi and d+l, and let 

sd+l,d+l be the identity. 

Proposition: The F-vector space of all (d+l)-multilinear forms cp: Vd+1-+ F such 

that 

(a) 1r.cp = cp for all 7rEGd (i.e cp(vlJ ... ,vd,v d+t) is symmetric in VlJ ... ,vd) 

d+l d+l A 

(b) . ~ si d+l.cp = 0 (which given (a) means that . ~ cp(vh ... ,vi, ... ,vd+t,vi) = 0.) 
I=l 1 I=l 

A * * is isomorphic to the image of the linear map d A : A (V ) -+ S X (V ) defined by Akin et 

al [ABW ll§1.3), where A = so with d rows. We say that such forms have so -shaped . 
. . 
0 0 

symmetry. 

3.13 Before proving the proposition we describe d A in this special case. 

X = so ... o with d columns 

AA(v*) = A2(V*)®A 1(V*)® ... ®A 1(V*) (with d At(V*) factors)= A2(V*)®( v* )®d 

* * * 
Sx(V ) = Sd(V )®V . 

We will calculate dA by the direct method of Akin et al [ABW top of p222). For 

* Xt, ... ,xd+t in V we calculate dA[ (x1Axd+1)®x2® ... ®xd] as follows: 

Picture (x1Axd+1)®x2® ... ®xd as 

. 
Xd 

* We multilinearise x 1Axd+t using the comultiplication !l of the Hopf-algebra A(V ). 

fl( XtAXd+l) 

= (x1®1 + l®xt).(xd+t®l + l®xd+l) 
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= (x1Axd+1)®1 + x1®xd+C xd+1®x1 + 1®(x1Axd+1). The multilinear terms are 

x1®xd+l -xd+1®x1. We take (x1®xd+i)®x2® ... ®xd- (xd+1®x1)®x2® ... ®xd 

and picture it as 

0 0 

Xd Xd 
* . then we multiply in S(V ) down each column and tensor the results together ending up in . 

*- * · Sd(V )®V : 

d).( (x1Axd+l)®x2® ... ®Xd) = (XtX2···Xd)®xd+l- (xd+tX2···Xd)®xl 

3.14 Proof of Prop3o12 : The proof extends over §§3.14-3.16. Suppose cp 

satisfies 3.12(a),(b). We have 

'1/J = ~ CijTab(Dil Ej) as above in §3.11. By (a) and the way Gd+t acts on 

Sym(LoiP] 

1 cp = ~ Cij (IT ~ Tab(7r.Dil Ej). Recall that 7rfGdcGd+l fixes d+1 , and the 
. 7rfGd 

tableau 7r.Di is obtained from Di by replacing each entry ak of Di by a7rk . 

_ 3.15 Suppose the pair DIE satisfies 3.11(i),(ii). Suppose that for i<j~d, D has the 

letters ai, aj in the same row, the r-th row say. Let SfGd denote the swop of i and j. The 

group Gd splits up into left cosets Gd/{1,s} modulo the subgroup {1,s}. For each coset 

{ 71", 7rS }, 7r.D and 7l"S.D differ only in the r-th row,in which the only difference is that a . m 
and a7rj are swapped. Therefore 

Tab( 7r.D IE ) + Tab( 7l"S.D I E) = 0 and so 

1/ d! ~ Tab( 7r.D I·E) = 0. 
7rfGd 

· 3.16 We now have 

(*) t.p = ~ Cij 1/d! ~ Tab( 7r.Di I Ej ) where Di is standard and for all 1 ~ p,q ~ d 
7rfGd -

Di does not have ap, aq in the same row. There are only two such standard Di with the 
I 

required content: 
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(1) a1 ad+t 
a2 

ad 

(2) a1 
a2 

. 
ad+t 

Suppose that Dis one of the tableaux (1), (2). Note that if si,d+11r = sj,d+1p 

with 1r, p e Gd then evaluating at d+1 we get i=j, and hence 1r = p. Therefore 

d+1 
. E 1/d! E Tab( si d+1.(1r.D)IE) 
1 =1 1reGd ' 

(**) = 1/d! E Tab( 1r.D IE) . 
. 1reGd +t 

If D is the tableau (2) above and E is the following standard tableau with entries from P: 

p 1 then the sum(**) is (d+1)a 0 ... 0a -f 0. 
p2 · Pt Pd+t . 

. 
Pd+t 

If D is the tableau (1) then, for any standard tableau E of the same shape with entries 

from P, we see that the sum (**) is zero by an argument similar to 3.15, this time splitting 

Gd+t up into left cosets modulo the subgroup {1,sl,d+1}. SoD mu~t be the tabieau 

ad 

and we can express cp as a linear combination 

cp = E c(E).cp(E) where the sum is over all standard E of the same shape as D 

with entries from P , and 

_ cp(E) = 1/d!E Tab(1r.DIE). 
7rEGd 
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Pt Pd+t 
P2 

. 
Pd 

with entries from P, then 

¢(E) 

- 1/d!E Tab( 1r.DIE) 
7rfGd 
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- 1/d!7r~G} (a7rl1Pt)(ad+11Pd+t)(a712 1P2) ... (a7rd1Pd) 

(a7rl1Pd+1)(ad+tl Pt)(a7T21 P2) ... (a7rd I Pd) } 

= 1/d! E (a 1 1 Pt)(a_s) I P2) ... (a d I Pd)(ad+tl Pd+t) 
G 7r A~ 7r . 

7rf d 

-1/d! ~G (a7rll Pd+t)(a7T21 P2) ... (a7rd I Pd)(ad+tl Pt) 
7rf d 

which we identify with the (d+1)-multilinear map 

<,o(E) = (a e ... ea )®a - (a ea 0 ... 0a )®a 
Pt Pd Pd+t Pd+t P2 Pd Pt 

.. A simple check shows that each rp(E) above satisfies 3.12(a),(b). By the Standard Basis 

* Theorem of Akin et a1 [ABW 11.2.16), the ¢(E) withE standard form a basis of LA (V ). 

This concludes the proof of Prop3.12. 

3.18 Proof of proposition 3.4: 

We follow the five steps outlined at the start of this part. 

D 

Step 1: We define 1/J as in 3.8 and note that it satisfies the conditions (a),(b) of 

Prop3.12. 

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

* 

Was accomplished by proving Prop3.12. 

* We apply the Standard Basis Theorem for LA (V ) using a convenient basis 

of V . Since M is nilpotent with Mr:fO, Mr+t:Q there is a basis of V of the form 

B = { Vt,Mv~, ... ,Mr 1v 1;v2,Mv2, ... ,Mr2v2; ... ;vp,Mvp, ... ,MrPvp} with rt=r~r2~- .. ~rp. 
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We order the basis B by 

. * 
be the dual ordered basis of V . To simplify the 

*.* 
notation we will often denote elements of the basis B by bt,b2, ... etc , and then b 1,b 2, ... etc 

* will denote the corresponding elements of the dual basis B . 

We will use the linearly ordered set B as our set of places. 

3.19 · Some definitions and notations: If E is the standard tableau 

bd 
with entries from B we define 

* * * * * * * rp(E) = (b 10 ... ebd)®bd+l- (bd+10b20: .. 0bd)®b 1 

We have '1/J = Ec(E).rp(E) where the sum is over all standard 

so -shaped tableaux E with entries in B, and the coefficients 

0 

c(E) are in the ground field F. If b!B and b=Mjvi we say that b has power j and vector 

Vi. Given a tableau E with entries from B, the power of the tableau E is the sum of the 

powers of the entries of E; and the vector tableau of E is the tableau obtained from E by 

replacing each entry of E by its vector. Given elements b1, ••• ,bq of B we let 

* * lb., ... ,bql = bt0 ... 0bq(b~, ... bq). 

We will prove Prop3.4 by showing that c(E)=O for all standard tableaux E of 

power rd-1 

Step 4: We have the identity 

¢{vt, ... ,Mvd,vd+l) = '¢(vt, ... ,Mvd+1,vd) immediate from the definition of'¢ and the 

sy:mmetry of 0. 
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Step 5: From the identity of Step 4 we deduce various relations between the 

coefficients c(E). 

The proof is broken up into a number of lemmas. 

Suggestion to the reader: At the first reading assume that d=2, so that >. = so. 
In higher degrees the extra difficulty is only notational. 

Lemma 1: Let E be the following standard tableau with entries from B: 

bt bd+l 
b2 

bd 

Then for at, ... ,ad+t in B 

¢(E)(a1, •.• ,ad+l) = 0 unless the content of (a11 ••• ,ad+t) equals the content of E 

and either 

(a) bd+t = ad+t when ¢{E) = I bh ... ,bd I or 

(b) b1 = ad+t when '¢(E)= -lbd+1,b2, ... ,bdl· 

Since E is standard at' most one of (a) or (b) holds . 

. Proof: Immediate from the definitions. 

Lemma2: Let E be the following standard tableau with entries from B 

Then 

0 

Proof: Suppose that F is the following standard tableau with the same content as E: 
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Then since the least entry in F is bt, and the least entry in E is a1; a1=b1. As a1<ad+t , 

b1<ad+t; so if r,o(F)(a1, ... ,ad+t) 1 0 we must, by Letmna 1, have bd+t = ad+t· From this and 

the fact that E and Fare standard with the same content it follows that E=F.o 

Lemma3: Let E be the following standard tableau with entries from B: 

bd 

Suppose that Mbd+ 1=0. Then c(E)=O. 

Proof: By Lemma 2 I bh ... ,bd I c(E) = ¢(bh ... ,bd,bd+t) = O(b1, ... ,bd,Mbd+t) = O.o 

Lemma4: 

. 0 j. -1 
Moi 
b i +1 

bd 

Let E be the following standard tableau with entries from B: 

Suppose that b 1<bi. Then there is a unique standard tableau F of the same shape as E , 

with first row b1 bi, consisting of 

bl bi 

bd 

and with the entry Mbd+t inserted somewhere below b1. Furthermore, 

I bh ... ,bi, ... ,bd,Mbi1 c(E) = I bh ... ,bi, ... ,bd,Mbd+t1 c(F). 
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Proof: By Lemma. 2 

I bt, ... ,bi, ... ,bd,Mbi I c(E) 

= '¢(bt, ... ,bi, ... bd,Mbi,bd+t) 

= O(b 11 ••• ,bi, ... ,bd,Mbi,Mbd+t) 

= O(b 11 ••• ,bi, ... ,bd,Mbd+t,Mbi) 

= '¢(bt, ... ,bi, ... ,bd,Mbd+t,bi) 

= lbt, ... ,bi, ... ,bd,Mbd+dc(F) by Lemma. 2 again. 

Lemma. 5: Let E be the following standard tableau with entries from B: 

bd 

Suppose that Mbd+ 1t0. 

Then the following tableau; F 1 is standard 

bt Mbd+t 
b2 

bd 

and for each i=2, ... ,d there.is a unique standard tableau Fi 

bt bi 

bi 

bd 

with the entry Mbd+t inserted somewhere below b 1• Furthermore 

d 
IMbt,b2, ... ,bdl = -lb2, ... ,bd,Mbd+d E c(Fi)· 

i=l . 

0 
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Proof: By Lemma2 

'I/J(Mbt,b2, ... ,bd,bd+t) = I Mb~,b2, ... ,bd I c(E) 

= O(Mbt,b2, ... ,bd,Mbd+t) 

= O(b2, ... ,bd,Mbd+t,Mbt) 

~ 'I/J(b2, ... ,bd,Mbd+t,bt) 

= ~ c(F)cp(F)(b2, ... ,bd,Mbd+t,bt). 

Note that since bt<Mb1 and bd+1<Mbd+l' and E is standard, b 1 is less than all of 

b2, ... ,bd,Mbd+r Therefore any standard F with the same shape and content as E must be 

one .of F 1, ••• ,Fd. The result now follows from Lemma 1, noting that condition (b) pertains. 

·Lemma 6: Let E be the following standard tableau with entries from B, and power~ rd-1: 

bt bd+l 
b2 

bd 

Then c(E)=O , unless E has power rd-1 and the vector of each entry is not killed by Mr. 

Proof: By Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, if c(E) f 0 then c(E) is a rational linear 

combination of nonzero c(F)'s where the tableaux F have the same vector content and the 

same power as E, and have the form 

ad 

where a1 has zero power and the power of ad+t is ~r-1. The maximal power of such an F is 

rd:....l. So if c(E)fO and has power ~rd-1, then E and all the F's must have power rd-1. 

Therefore the vector of ad+t has power r-1 and the vectors of a2, ... ,ad have power r. By 

Lemma 3 the vector of ad+l is not killed by Mr, and since a2, ... ,ad have power r their 

vectors are not killed by Mr. By definition of the ordered basis B, and since a 1~a2, the 

vector of a 1 is also not killed by Mr. Because the vector contents of the tableaux E and the 
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F's are equal, the vectors of E are not killed by Mr. 0 

From now on: 

(a) we fix the vector content of our tableaux 

(b) we assume that ~1 these vectors are not killed by Mr 

(c) we assume that all tableaux have power rd-1. 

Leriuna 7: Consider all the standard tableaux E with entries from B: 

bd 

which have a certain fixed vector content, and power rd-1. There is a rational constant Co 

such that: 

if Mbd+t#O, and b 1 has power i, then c(E) is a positive rational multiple of (-l)iCo. 

Proof: Let F be such a tableau: 

ad 

with vector tableau 

Wd 

We will argue by induction on the power of a 1• Suppose that a1 has power 0 so that at=Wt· 

· Then for i=2, ... ,d ai = Mrwi, and ad+t = Mr-tw d+t· Any other standard tableau Fi: .. 
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with the same vector content; power rd-1; and for which b 1 has power 0; must have: 

b1=a1=w 1; first row w1 M-r-lwi for some 2~i~d for which w1<Mr-twi ; and first 

column w~,Mrw2 , ... ,MrwH,Mrwi+l, ... ,Mrwd together with· the entry Mrwd+l inserted 

somewhere below w1• By Lemma 4 it follows that there is a constant C0 such that for each 

of the above standard tableaux F, c(F) is a positive rational multiple of C 0• Lemma 5 

enables us to prove the result in the case b 1 of power i+ 1, having established it for b 1 of 

power i. o 

We now complete the proof of the proposition by showing that the constant Co of 

Lemma 7 must be zero. We need to distinguish a number of cases. 

Suppose that the fixed vector content of our tableaux is w 1~w2~ ... ~wd~w d+t· 

Case I 

The tableaux 

Mrwl Mr-1wa 
W2 

Mrw4 

Mrw 1 W2 
M r -twa 

Mrw4 

Mrwd+1 

are standard of power rd-1. Now 

'!f\w2,Mr-tw3,Mrw4, ... ,Mrwd+t,Mrw 1) = 0 by Lemma 3 and 

) by Lemmas 1,3. Since 

c(E 1)+c(E2)=0, and by Lemma 7 both c(E1) and c(E2) are positive rational multiples of 

. (-1)rC 0 ,we have Co=O. 



Case IT: 

The tableaux 

Mr -lw Mw 3 
Mr -lw 
Mrw4 

Mrwd+l 

are both standard of power rd-1. 

I Mr-1w,Mrw,Mrw4,···,Mrw d+ll c(E1) 
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= ¢(Mr-1w,Mrw,Mrw4, ... ,Mrwd+l'w3) by Lemma 2 

= ¢(Mr-1w,Mws,Mrw4, ... ,Mrwd+l,Mr-1w) 

=-1Mr-1w,Mws,Mrw4, ... ,Mrwd+dc(E2) by Lemmas 1,3. 

If r=l then by Lemma 3 c(E2)=0, so c(E1)=0 and by Lemma 7 Co=O. If r>l then since by 

Lemma 7 both c(E1) and c(E2) are positive rational multiples of (-l)rC0, we have C 0=0. 

Case ill: 

We distinguish 3 subcases depending on 2r-l(mod 3). 

(a) 2r-1 = 3i. 

Then by Lemmas 1,3 ¢(Miw,Miw,Mrw4, ... ,Mrwd+l,Miw) = 0, because the only standard 

tableaux with the required content have first row: Miw Mrwj for some 4~j~d+l. 
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(b) 2r-1 = 3i+l. 

Firstly suppose that i+1>r-1. Since 2r-1=3i+1, we have i+1>r-1 iff 4>r. The only 
~ 

. integer r with 1~r<4 and 2r-1 = 1 (mod 3) is r=l. But then the tableau 

w Mr-tw 
Mrw 
Mrw4 

is not standard. 

Next we suppose that i+l~r-1. By Lemma 3, the tableau E: 

Miw Mi+tw 
Miw 
Mrw4 

Mrwd+t 

is the only possible standard tableau with that content and c(E):#O. Therefore 

-I Miw,Mi+tw,Mrw4, ... ,Mrw d+tl c(E) 

= 7P(Miw,Mi+tw,Mrw4, ... ,Mrwd+t,Miw) by Lemmas 1,3 

= '¢(Mi+tw,Mi+tw,Mrw 4, ... ,Mrw d+1,Mi-1w) 

=-I Mi+tw,Mi+tw,Mrw4, ... ,Mrwd+tl c(F) by Lemma 1 where the tableau F: 

Mi -1w Mi+tw 
Mi+ 1w 
Mrw4 

Mrwd+1 

.. is the only possible tableau of that shape and content with c(F):#O. It follows from 

Lemma 7 that Co=O. 



(c) 2r-1 = 3i+2. 

Let E be the tableau: 

Miw Mi+lw 
Mi+ lw 
Mrw4 
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We must have i+l<r, since if i+l~r then O~r. 

I Miw,Mi+1w,Mrw4, ... ,Mrwd+d c(E) 

= ¢(Miw,Mi+1w,Mrw4, ... ,Mrwd+l'Miw) by Lemma 1 

= ¢(Miw,Mi+2w,Mrw4, ... ,Mrwd+l'Miw) 

= -jMiw,Mi•2w,Mrw4, ... ,Mrwd+dc(F) by Lemmas 1,3 

where F is the- tableau: 

Miw Mi+2w 
Miw 
Mrw4 

which is the only possible standard tableau with that content and c(F)jO. 

If i+2 = r then by Lemmas 3,7 C0=0. 

If i+2 < r then by Lemma7 C0=0. 

·· This completes the proof of Proposition 3.4 .. 

3.20 By §§3.4;3.5;3.6; and [BOR 1(3.3)Cor] or [CHE1 ll§S Thm5] it follows that 

when 0 is nonsingular then G( 0) is finite. 

D 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

A Miscellany 

This chapter consists of three rather disparate parts, motivated by a desire to 

generalise fundamental results on quadratic forms. The first two concern the behaviour of 

forms under a change of the base. The third part arose from an attempt to understand 

composition of higher degree forms. Our initial formulation of the main result of the first 

part was an extension to higher degree of the weak Hasse-Minkowski Theorem [SCHA 

p193 lemma7 .4{i)], which states that if f is a quadratic form defined over an algebraic 

·number field F and if for all primes p of F, including the infinite ones, f is equivalent to a 

hyperbolic form over the completion of F at the prime p, then f is equivalent to a 

hyperbolic form over F. 

{1) In the first part we prove the following: Let the base field F have charactedstic zero, 

and let KIF be a field extension. Let <P : Wd+1 -+ F be a symmetric ( d+l)-multilinear 

form with d~2, and let <PK : WKd+t-+ K be the extended form. Then if <PK is equivalent 

over K to a hyperbolic form, the form <P must itself be equivalent over F to a hyperbolic 

. form. 

The higher degree analogue of the weak Hasse-Minkowski theorem is an immediate 

consequence. 

Compare with the quadratic case, where e.g. ~(xi2+yi2) is not hyperbolic over IR 

but becomes hyperbolic over {. 

The proof uses the following two general results about the extension KIF : 

(i) [WATl p94], or [CHEl p192] : Let V be~ finite dimensional vector space ·aver F. 

Let G be an algebraic subgroup of GL(V). Let GK be the algebraic subgroup of GL(VfK) 

obtained from G by extension of scalars. Let L(G), L(GK) be the Lie algebras of G, GK 

respectively. Then L(GK) = L(G)fK. 

This result does not require F to have characteristic zero. 
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{ii) [BOU 5.6] or [CHE2 pl07] : Let L be a Lie algebra over F with radical Lr. Then the 

radical of the Lie algebra LfK over K, is LrfK. 

This result requires F to have characteristic zero. 

We also apply our calculation, 4§§2.7-2.12, of the Lie algebras of the hyperbolic 

forms and their radicals. Recall that to compute these radicals we needed to be in · 

characteristic zero. 

(2) In the second part R is a complete discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal M and 

residue field k. We consider the base change R -1 R/M=k. 

Notation: If N is an R-module and nEN, we set 

n(mod MN) = ii E N/MN. 

Let (} : {Rn)d -1 R be a symmetric d-multilinear form. Then we define the 

symmetric d-multilinear form 

7J: (kn)d -1 k by 

7J( VlJ ••• ,vd ) = 0( VlJ ..• ,vd) (mod M) E k. 

It is easy to see that this does not depend on the choice of Vt, •.. ,vd. When d=2 it is known, 

. [SCHA p26], that if <p, </> are two such nonsingular symmetric bilinear forms with (p = 7J 

then t.p and </>are equivalent over R. 

We give an example for each d~3 of two nonsingular symmetric d-multilinear forms 

<p, </> : (R3)d -1 R , with (p = 7J, but the centre of <p not isomorphic to the centre of 0. 

{3) The third part derives from an attempt to follow M.Kneser's [KNE] treatment of 

composition of binary quadratic forms in the ternary cubic case. As W.C.Waterhouse 

points out in his paper [WAT2] on composition of forms, Kneser's approach via Clifford 

algebras does not automatically generalize to higher degree. Clifford algebras of higher 

degree forms are not well behaved. Apart from the Clifford algebras of quadratic forms, 

· only the structure of the Cli~ford algebras of binary cubics is known [HAl]. We hoped to 

use Van den Bergh's [VDB] result on the existence of a rank 3 linearization of the Clifford 

algebra of a nonsingular ternary cubic form to study composition of such forms. 
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What we could prove is that if F is a field of characteristic zero with algebraic 

closure K, then any nonsingular ternary cubic form f over F is of the form 

f{ Ut,U2,ua) == det( u1a1 + u2a2 + usas) with at,a2,aa E Ms{K). 

1 We state the main proposition of this section. 

1.1 Proposition: Let F be a field of characteristic zero. Let {W,8) be a symmetric space 

over F of degree ~3, and let W have dimension >2 over F. Let KIF be a field extension. 

Suppose that the symmetric space ( W K , (JK ) is isomorphic to a hyperbolic symmetric 

space over K. Then ( W,(J) is isomorphic to a hyperbolic symmetric space over F. 

See the Appendix at the end of this chapter for a proof of the case dim W = 2. 

Proof: There is no loss of generality in assuming that for some F-vector space V, 

W - V e ( 0d(V) ) , where dimF{V) >1, '1/J is the hyperbolic symmetric 

{d+1)-multilinear form defined in 2§1.10, and 

there is some O'EGL{ W K ) with (}K = 0'. '1/JK . 

We must show that there exists a pEGL{W) with p.(} = '1/J. 

We will break up the proof into a series of lemmas. 

First we characterize those symmetric {d+1)-multilinear forms on W which are 

equivalent to the hyperbolic form '1/J. 

1.2 Lemma: Suppose that ~ Wd +1 -+ F is a nondegenerate, symmetric, 

{d+1)-multilinear form such that 

{a) W = UeS with dimFS = dimF0d(U) 

{b) ~s,s,w3 , ... ,wd+t) = 0 for all SES, all wa, ... ,wd+tEW 

(c) ~u, ... ,u) = 0 for all uEU. 

Then ~is equivalent to the hyperbolic form '1/J. 

Proof: Since F has characteristic zero we can, by 1§13, prove the lemma by showing 

that the polynomial maps W-+F corresponding to ~, '1/J as in 1§5, are equivalent. 

* Let v11 ••• ,vn be a basis of V and let Xt, ... ,xn be the dual basis of V . Then the 

{x10i 1)0 ... 0(xn 0in) where (i~, ... ,in) is ann-tuple of nonnegative integers with sum d, 
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form a basis of ed(V). Let 
. . •. * 

( t I i 1 .. .in) be the corresponding element of the dual basis of ( ed(V) ) . Now 

'1/J( ... , (v,O) , ... ) = (d+1)0(v, ... ,v). With the basis 

* Xt, ... ,xn; ... ,(t lit .. .in), ... of ( V e ed(V) ) the polynomial map c9rresponding to '1/J is 

(d+1)~ (tlit .. .in) x~ 1 ... x~n where the sum is over all n-tuples (i~, ... ,in) with sum d. 

Let 

{s. . I (i 1, ... ,in) is ann-tuple of nonnegative integers with sum d } be a basis of It ... In . 
* * * S , and let Ut, ... ,u0 be a basis of U . Together these form a basis of (UeS) . 

By (a), (b) and 1§21, with this choice of basis the polynomial map W-+F corresponding to <p 

is of the form 

~ lit .. .in (s)u~ 1 ... u~n where the sum is over all n-tuples of nonnegative integers 

(it, ... ,in) with sum d, and each 1. 
1
. (s) is a linear form in the sJ. . . 

It ... n l .. ·Jn 
If the forms were not linearly independent then <p would be degenerate. So these 

forms are linearly independent, and we can make an invertible linear change of variables 

1. . (s) H (d+1)(tlit .. .in) It ... In . . 

Uj H Xj 

completing the proof of the lemma.o 

We isolate condition (b) of Lemma 1.2. 

1.3 Definition: Let ¢:Wd+l-+ F be a (d+1)-multilinear form. Then we define 

T(¢).:... { tEW: ¢(t,t,w3, ... ,wd+t) = 0 for all w3, ... ,wd+tEW }. 

1.4 It is easy to see, by an argument like that of 2§1.14, that 

for all nGL(W), T( r¢) = rT( ¢) 
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W,e investigate T( '1/J) for the hyperbolic form '1/J, and characterize it in terms of the 

Lie algebra of '1/J. 

1.5 Lemma: (i) T( '1/J) = { (0,0) : 0 E 0d(V) } and in terms of its Lie algebra 

(ii) T('I/J) = {wE W: [ L('I/J)r, L('I/J)r 1.w = 0} 

Proof: (v,O) E T('I/J):} '1/J[ (v,O),(v,0),(0,03),(v,O), ... (v,O) 1=0 for all (}3, and so v=O. 

Clearly (o,e)ET( '1/J) so we have proved (i). In 4§2.12 we calculated the first derived algebra 

of the radical of L( '1/J): 

[
0 OJ . 

[ L( '1/J)r,L( '1/J)r 1 consists of all endomorphisms of W of the form C 0 such that 

the map Wd+~F defined by C(wd+1)(w1, ... ,wd) has 

0 

* there is a basis VlJ ... ,vn=v of V with n>l. Let Xt, ... ,xn be the dual basis of V . Consider 

the element of the first derived algebra of the radical of L( '1/J) corresponding to the form · 

(x10 ... 0x1)®xn- (xn0x10 ... 0Xt)®xt. Then (Cv)(vt, ... ,vt)=1#0. So when v#O (v,O) is 

not killed by [ L( '1/J)r , L( '1/J)r 1 and we have proved (ii).o 

Now we turn our attention to the form (}: Wd +1 -+ F for which we have some 
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1.6 Lemma: 

Proof: By §1.4 

T( OK) = u.T( 'IPK). By 4§1.6(ii) L( OK)= u.L( 'IPK).u-1. Also conjugation by u maps 

the lattice of solvable ideals of L( OK) isomorphically onto the lattice of solvable ideals of 

L( 'IPK). Therefore 

L('IPK)r = u-1.L(OK)r.u and 

[L(OK)r, L(OK)r].w = 0 

iff u-1. [L( OK )r , L( OK )r] .u.u-1. w = 0 

iff [u-1.L(OK)r.u, u-1.L(OK)r.u].u-1w = 0 

iff [L( 'IPK)r,L( 'IPK)r].u-t.w = 0 

which by Lemma 1.5 means that u-1w f T( 'IPK) i.e. w f u. T( 'IPK) = T( OK) by 1.4.o 

In the next Lemma we show that for any pEGL(W), T(p.O) can be characterised 

similarly in terms of the radical of the Lie algebra of p. 0. 

1.7 Lemma For any pEGL(W) T(p.O) = { WfW : [L(p.O)r , L(p.O)r].w = 0 } a 

subspace of W with dimension equal to dimF( 0d(V) ). 

Proof: We have for all pEGL(W) 

(A) L(p.OK)r = L(p.O)rfK [CHE2 pl07 Prop3) or [BOU §5.6]. 

(B) L(p.OK) = L(p.O)fK [CHEl pl29 Prop2]. 

Define the linear map 

a: W-+ HomF( [ L(p.O)r, L(p.O)r] , W) 

by a(w)(f) = f(w):We will prove the lemma by showing that kera = T(p.O). 
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Applying -fK we obtain 

~1: WK .... HomF( [·L(p.O)r, L(p.O)r), W) f K. Now 

HomF( [L(p.O)r, L(p.O)r) ,W) f K 

~ HomK( [L(p. O)r, L(p. O)r)fK , W K ) 

~ HomK( [L( (p.O)K )r, L( (p.O)K )r], WK) by (A) and (B). 

By Lemma 1.6 the kernel of ~l-isT( (p.O)K ). Since KIF is flat, ker(~l) keraifK. It 

follows that kera ~ T(p. 0). The canonical embedding 

W .... WK maps T(p.O) into T( (p.O)K ). If kera :f; T(p.O) then we contradict 

dimFker(a) = dimKker(~l) = dimKT( (p.O)K ).o 

- We have established that 

for every pEGL(W) the form p.O satisfies (a), (b) of Lemma 1.2. 

Now we try to find pEG L(W) such that p. 0 also satisfies condition (c) of Lemma 1.2. 

In 4§§2.7-2.12 we calculated L( '1/JK). We found in 4§2;10 that if 

XEL( '1/JK) then, by Lemma 2, X.T( '1/JK) £ T( '1/JK). By 4§1.6(ii) and [CHE1 p129, 

Prop2] we have 

_ L(OK) = L(a.'I/JK) = a.L('l/JK).a·1 and L(OK) = L(O)f-K. Also by 1.1 

T(OK) = T(a.'I/JK) = a.T('I/JK) so 

XEL(OK) 

¢:::} XEa.L( '1/JK).a-1 

¢:::} a·1Xu f L( '1/JK) 

:} a·1Xa.T('l/JK) £ T('I/JK) 

:} X. aT( '1/JK) £ aT( '1/JK) 

:} X.T(OK) £ T(OK). Now L(OK) = L(O)fK and by Lemma 1.7 

T( OK) = T( O)fK, and. T( 0) is a subspace of W. Therefore 

X.T( 0) £ T( 0) for all XEL( 0), and we have a homomorphism of Lie algebras 
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L( 0) -1 jd( W /T( 0) ). 

1.8 Lemma The above canonical homomorphism of Lie algebras is an 

epimorphism. 

Proof: By 4§2.11 we know that the canonical homomorphism of Lie algebras 

L( '1/'K) -1 jd( W K/T( '1/'K) ) is an epimorphism. The following square commutes: 

.,..L(OK) . .,.-'=L<"'Kl ---+( wKj.,.T(OK)) = ?t wKjT(~)) 

L ( 0 K) jd( w KIT ( (}K ) ) 

The horizontal maps are the canonical ones; the upward map is fH q.f.q-1; and the 

downward map is fH (]-1. f.u. All the homomorphisms in the square, except perhaps the 

bottom one, are known to be epimorphisms, so the bottom one is too. But 

L( OK) ~ L( O)fK . and J"( W K/T( OK) ) ~ jd( W /T( 0) )fK 

so the bottom epimorphism comes from applying _fK to the homomorphism 

L( 0) -1 jd( W /T( 0) ). Since KIF is faithfully flat the proof is finished. o 

1.9 Let U be a subspace of W complementary to T( 0): 

W = U e T( 0). We will write endomorphisms of W as matrices 

(~ g) where A, Dare endomorphisms of U, T(O) respectively, and C: U -1 T(O) is 

a linear map. By Lemma 1.8 there is some ( 6 g ) t L( 0). So · 

for all utU, ttT( 0) 

0[ (6 g)(~),(~), ... ,(~) 1 = 0 ~ . . 

¢=> 0 [ !Cu~nt),(~), ... ,(~) 1 = 0 . 

¢=> 0[ ~), ... ,(~) 1 + 0[ (cu~nt),(~)·, ... ,(~) 1 +dO[(~), ... ,(~)~(~) 1 = o because 

F has characteristic zero and T( 0) is a subspace of W, so that 1§21(i) applies. Since F has 

characteristic zero, we deduce from 1§20 that the terms of degree 1 in t, and din u sum to 

zero: 
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0 [ (Dt~dt), (~) , ... , (~) ] = 0. Since 1/JK is nondegenerate OK is too, hence so is 0. By 

definition ofT( 0) and after an application of 1§21(i) we conclude that 

Dt=-dt. Therefore we have 

(6 j) E L{O). Let 

p = (-{d+1)-1c ~ ) E GL{W). Note that 

T{p. 0) = pT( 0) = T( 0). Also 

L{p. 0) = p.L{ O).p-1 , so we have 

p(6 j)p-1 = (~ j) E L(p.O). It follows that for all uEU 

(p.O)[ ~~ j) (~), (~) , ... ,.(~) ] = 0 i.e. 

(p.O)[ ~), ... ,(~)] = 0 for all UEU. 

This completes the proof of the proposition. o 

2 Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with parameter 1r. Scharlau [SCHA 

· p26,Thm6.13] shows that a symmetric bilinear form over the residue field R/ 1rR lifts 

uniquely up to equivalence, to a symmetric bilinear form over R. This is not true in degree 

d~3 as the following example shows. 

2.1 Example: Consider the following symmetric d-multilinear forms 

cp,O: {R3)d -1 R defined below. 

Let e1,e2,e3 be the usual basis of R3. 

Define 

cp(eap···,ead) - 1 if a1= ... =ad 
- 0 otherwise . 

Define for a15 ... 5ad 

O(eal' ... ,ead) - 1 if a1= ... =ad 
- 1r if a1 =1, a2= ... =ad=2 
- 1r if a1=2, a2= ... =ad=3 
- 0 otherw i se. 

Clearly cp and 0 are equal mod 1rR. It is easy to see that cp is non singular, and that the 

projections onto the submodules Rei are in the centre of cp. We will show that 0 is 
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nonsingular and has trivial centre. Then it follows that cp and (}cannot be equivalent. 

2.2 We show that (} is nonsingular. The quotient field K of R is complete w.r.t. the 

unique extension of the given valuation to K. Let n be the algebraic closure of K. Then 

· [LANG p291,Prop4] the valuation extends uniquely to 0. If(} is singular then there exists 

x=(xt,X2,x3) E 03 with xj:O and 

(1) 0 = (J{x, ... ,x,e 1) = x 1d-1 + 7rX2d-1 

(2) 0 = (J{x, ... ,x,e2) = X2d-1 +{d-1)7rXtX2d-2 + 1rX3d-1 

(3) 0 = (J{x, ... ,x,e3) = x3d-1 + {d-1)7rX2x3d-2. 

If x 2=0 then by {1), x 1=0 and so by {2) x 3=0. Suppose that x2-J:O. Then 

(4) (xtfx2)d-1 + 1r = 0 

(5) 1 + {d-1)1r(xt/x2) + 7r{x3/x2)d-1 = 0 
-

(6) (x3fx2)d-1 + {d-1)7r(x3fx2)d-2 = 0 

If (x3fx2) = 0 then by {5) and as d-1-J:O, we get ord (xt{x2)<0. But we also have by ( 4) 
1C' . 

that ord (xt/x2)>0. Therefore x3jx2 -J:O and hence from (6) 
1C' . 

(7) x3/x2 + {d-1)7r = 0, with d-1-J:O. By {4) ord7r(xt/x2) > 0 and by {7) 

ord7r(x3/x2)>0: together these contradict (5!. It follows that x2=0, so as observed above 

Xt=X2=X3=0. 

,· 
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2.3 Let L be any field extension of K. Let OL: L3-+ L denote the extension of 0. We will 

show that the centre of ()Lis L. This is elementary linear algebra. Taking coordinates w.r.t. 

the usual ordered basis e11e2,e3 of L3 we will represent endomorphisms of L3 by matrices. 

Suppose that A= (aij)EM3(L) is in the centre of OL. 

OL(Aehe2,e3, ... ,e3) = OL(ehAe2,e3,···,e3) = 0, so 

·(1) a31=0. 

0 = OL(Aehe3,e~, ... ,e1) = OL(et,Ae3,et, ... ,e1), so 

(2) a13=0. 

0 = OL( et,Ae2,e3,e2, ... ,e2) = OL( ebe2,Ae3,e2, ... ,e2), so 

(3) a23=0. 

01 (Aebe3,e3,···,e3) = OL(el!Ae3,e3,···,e3) = 0, so 

(4) · a21=0. 

OL(Ae~,e2,et, ... ,e1) = OL(et,Ae2,eb···,el) so if d=3 7T3.2t=a12, and if d>3 O=a12 ; but since 

by (4)a21=0 

(5) a12=0. 

OL(Ae2,e3,e2,e3, ... ,e3) · OL( e2,Ae3,e2,ea, ... ,e3) so if d=3 1ra32=7T3.t3+a23, and if d>3 

7!'3.32=0 ; but since by (2) a13=0, and by (3) a23=0, in any case 

(6) a32=0. 

OL(Aet,e2,e2, ... ,e2) = OL(et,Ae2,e2,···,e2) so 7T3. 11+a21=7!'3.22 and so by ( 4) 

(7) .. au=a22· 

0L(Ae2,e3,e3, ... ,e3) = OL(e2,Ae3,e3, ... ,e3) so 7!'3.22+a32=7T3.33 and so by (6) 

(8) a22=a33· 

We conclude that the centre of ()Lis L. D 
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3 The main result of this part is that any nonsingular ternary cubic form f over a field 

of characteristic zero is of the form 

f(ut,U2,u3) = det( u1a1+u2a2+u3a3 ) where a1,a2,a3 are 3x3 matrices with entries in 

the algebraic closure of the ground field. 

Let F be the ground field, and let K be the algebraic closure of F. Let F be of 

characteristic zero. 

3.1 Van den Bergh [VDB §3 Thm2] showed that given any nonsingular ternary cubic 

form f, over a field of characteristic zero, i_ts Clifford algebra has a rank 3 linearization. 

This ammounts to finding three 3x3 matrices at,a2,a3 with entries in the algebraic closure 

of the ground field, such that 

( u1a1 + u2a2 + u3a3 )3 = f(ut,u2,u3)I for all Ut,U2,U3 in the ground field. 

3.1.1 Remark: Notice that if, for a nonempty Zariski open subset of points 

(u1;u2,u3)tA3, the minimal polynomial of u1a 1+u2a+u3a 3 were equal to its characteristic 

polynomial then we would have 

f(ut,u2,u3) = det( u1a1 + u2a2 + u3a3) for all Ut,U2,u3 in the ground field. 

3.2 Definitions: Let f(tt, ... ,tn) be a form of degree d with coefficients in F. Let 

F{xt, ... ,xn} denote the free noncommutative F-algebra generated by the indeterminates 

Xt, ... ,xn. Let Ir denote the 2-sided ideal of F{xt, ... ,xn} generated by 

{ ( ~UiXi)3- f(ut, ... ,un) : (u1, ... ,un)EFn} . The Clifford algebra Cr of the form f is 

F{xt, ... ,xn}/Ir. 

A rank m linearization of Cr is an F-algebra homomorphism 

· cp: Cr-+ Mm(K). 
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As stated in 3.1, Van den Bergh showed that for every nonsingular ternary cubic form f 

over F, Cr has a rank 3 linearization 

cp : Cr -1 M3(K). By Definition 3.2 this means that there exist at,a2,a3 E M3(K) 

such that 

(u1a1+u2a2+u3a3)3 - f(uhu2,u3) - 0 for all Ut,U2,U3EF, so that we can put 

cp(xi)=ai. 

3.3 Proposition: Let fEF[tt,t2,t 3] be a ternary cubic form. Suppose there are 

a11a2,a3EM3(K) with 

(Eaiui)3 - f(ut,u2,u3)I - 0 for all (ut,u2,u3)EFa. Then if f is not a cube in 

K(tt,t2,t3] 

det( Euiai ) = f(ut,u2,u3) for all (u 11u2,u3)EF3. 

Proof: Since ( Euiai )3 - f(u 11u2,u 3)I = 0 for all (ut,u2,u3)EF3, and F has 

characteristic zero, we know, by 1§20, that this equation is in fact true for all 

· (u11u2,u3)EK3. We will show that the minimal polynomial of Euiai has degree 3. 

Define the map a : A:R -1 M3(K) by 

a(ut,u2,u3) = Euiai . a is a morphism of affine algebraic varieties over the 

algebraically closed field K. We will prove that: 

{1) The subset of M3(K) consisting of matrices with minimal polynomial of degree 3 is. 

Zariski open. 

{2) The inverse image under a of this open set is not empty. 

Then it follows by Remark 3.1.1 that det(Euiai) = f(u 11u2,u3) on a nonempty Zariski open 

subset of A:R , and hence on its Zariski closure A:R . 
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· Proof of (1): Consider the pairs XEMn(K), (xo: ... :x
0

_1)E!Pn-1 with 

x0 + x1X + ... + x0 _1Xn-1 = 0. The above matrix equation amounts to the vanishing 

of n2 polynomials in the entries of X and the Xi, and these polynomials are all linear in the 

Xi. Therefore by [SHA p44 Thm1] these pairs form a Zariski closed set in Mn(K)x!Pn-1. The 

image of this closed set under the projection onto Mn(K) is exactly the set of matrices 

whose minimal polynomial has degree less than n. By [SHA p45 Thm3] this image is a 

Zariski closed subset of Mn(K). This proves (1). o 

Proof of (2): Suppose that none of the matrices :Euiai with (u 11u2,u3)EK3 has 

minimal polynomial of degree 3 .. We argue towards a contradiction. 

Define Y = { (u 11u2,ua,x)EAI{: x3- f(ut,u2,ua) ~ 0 }. 

First we show that Y is irreducible. 

Y reducible~ xLf(ut,u2,u3) splits into factors in K[ut,u2,u3,x]. 

One of these factors is linear in x. so that f(u 11 u2,ua) is a cube in K[u1,u2,u3], a 

contradiction. Therefore Y is irreducible and so is its Zariski open subset U =. { 

(ut,U2,ua,x)eY: xj:O }. 

Define {3 : U -1 M3(K) by (ut,u2,u3,x) H (ljx)(u1a1+u2a2+u3a3). Then every 

matrix in the image of {3 satisfies t3-1=0. Since we have assumed that every matrix 

· u1a 1+u2a2+u3a 3 has minimal polynomial of degree ~2, the same must be true of every 

matrix in the image of {3. Let w be a primitive cube root of 1. Set 

p1( t ).:....( t-1 )( t-w); P2( t )=( t-1 )( t-w2); P3( t )=( t-w)( t-w2). 

Since U is irreducible, for some i=1,2 or 3 we have: 

every matrix in the image of f3 satisfies Pi· 

If A = (1/x)(u1a 1+u2a 2+u3a 3) f image({3), then also (1/ w)A f image({3) and both A 

and (1/ w)A satisfy Pi(t). Therefore A satisfies two distinct monic degree 2 polynomials 

Pi(t) and w2pi(t/w) , so A is scalar. 
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The condition: u1a 1+u2a 2+u3a 3 is scalar defines a Zariski closed subset of Ait_ , and 

f{ut,u2,u3)/:0 defines a Zariski open subset of Ait_ ; so u1a1+u2a2+uaaa must be scalar for 

all Ut,U2,u3 in K. But then (~uiai)3 = f{ut,u2,u3) for all Ut,U2,ua in K means that, 

applying 1§20, f{tt,t 2,t3) is a cube in K[tt,t 2,t3], contrary to assumption.o 

APPENDIX TO PROPOSITION 1.1 

Descent of hyperbolicity also holds for binary forms. 

Proposition: Let d ~ 2 be an integer. Let F be a field of characteristic zero. Let 

f{X, Y) E F[X, Y] be a form of degree d + 1. Let K I F be a field extension. Suppose that [ ~ ~1 E GL2{K) with ( aX+ fJY )( 1X + 5Y )d = f{X,Y). Then there exists 

[ ~ ~ E GL2{F) with (aX+ bY)( eX+ eY )d = f{X,Y). · 

Proof: If o = 0 then f{X,Y) = ( a-y!X + {3-y!Y )Xd , and [ f-yd g-y~ J E GL2{F) as 

f E F[X,Y]. So the proposition is true in this case, and similarly if 'Y = 0. Suppose that 

'Y t 0 and o t 0. Not both a and {3 are zero. By symmetry in X andY we may suppose 

a:/: 0. We have 0 :/: a-yd E F. Let Z = X/Y, and put g{Z) = { Z + /3/a )( Z + of'Y )d. Then 

g E F[Z]. Since F has characteristic zero the minimal polynomial of {3/ a over F contains no 

repeated roots, so it is either (a) Z + {3/ a or {b) ( Z + !3/ a)( Z + of'Y ). 

In case (a) {3/a E F and dividing g by Z + {3/a we have ( Z + of'Y )dE F[Z]. Because F 

has characteristic zero 1/o E F. In case (b) dividing g by ( Z + {3/a )( Z + of'Y) we have 

{ Z + ofa )d-1 E F[Z], with d-1 ~ 1. So of'Y E F because F has characteristic zero. On 

division of g by ( Z + 'Y/ o )d we conclude that {3/ a E F. In each case we have {3 = xa, o = 

Y'Y with x, yin F; and f(X,Y) = ( a-ydX + xaodY)( X+ yY )d. f E F[X,Y] so 

[ f-yd ;aod] E GL2(F).o 
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